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Abstract
Company X is a defense contractor that has built its competitive advantage on superior
product performance. Over the last 10 years, government contracts have been
changing to include stricter manufacturing and cost requirements. With these changes,
design engineers can no longer design the most technologically advanced product and
then hand it off to manufacturing engineers to figure out how to build it. Design and
manufacturing engineers must work together to design the product to meet the contract
performance, cost, and manufacturing requirements. It is difficult to balance the need to
create a new technology that performs and the need to develop a product that can be
easily produced.
There is an added contextual factor. Because Company X is a defense contractor, it
must follow special requirements and guidelines to satisfy their customer. These
requirements typically add time and cost to a program. Many of Company X's programs
are funded by the government, which means Company X's process is dependent on
what process steps the government will fund. These steps can change from program to
program. Because of the variability between programs, Company X's product
development process is tailorable to meet the needs of each individual program.
The goal of this research is to determine the best methods to better integrate
manufacturing and cost requirements into the product development process to ensure
that high technology businesses like Company X can keep their technology-based
competitive edge in the market while also meeting more demanding cost and
manufacturing requirements.
The research is divided into five parts. First, existing literature on high performing
teams, product development, and design for manufacturing is studied to determine best
practices. Next, two internal case studies are performed to characterize the current
state at Company X. Then Toyota's product development process is studied to learn
best practices from another company known for developing high performing products
that are also producible. After that, a gap analysis is completed to determine where the
organizational gaps and process gaps at Company X exist compared to the best
practices found in the literature review, within Company X, and in the Toyota case
study. In order to ensure that recommendations are viable at Company X, a cause and
effect analysis of best practices is also performed. The research ends with
recommendations and conclusions for Company X to improve their product
development process.
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The case studies show organizational and contractual difficulties with balancing cost,
performance, and producibility. Company X puts a strong emphasis on product
performance with their goals and incentives, and there is a strong design engineering
culture. The organizational structure at Company X and the funding provided by the
government on contracts do not always allow design and manufacturing engineering to
work together early in the development process. The two programs studied made an
effort to bring manufacturing and cost requirements into the product development
process early. They started with a focus on balancing cost, producibility, and
performance, but as issues arose, the focus shifted to performance. The development
cycle is so long at Company X that the people who start a program are not responsible
to finish it. There are also separate development and production teams with no real
feedback loop to share issues and lessons learned.
In order to improve these organizational and contractual issues, five recommendations
are made to Company X. These include: implementing true integrated product teams
(IPTs), simulating Toyota's chief engineer position using goals and incentives,
incorporating playbooks/checklists into the development process, applying AS6500
requirements to all programs, and developing a closed loop system for producibility
efforts. Implementing these recommendations is expected to provide better quality
products that are easier and more affordable to produce. These recommendations are
also expected to provide faster development cycles, higher morale, fewer cost overruns,
fewer schedule overruns, and better integrated products.
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1.0 Introduction
Company X is a technology company that primarily designs and develops
weapons systems for the United States Department of Defense (DoD) and its allies. It
has built its competitive advantage on superior product performance. Because it is a
defense contractor, it must follow the DoD's requirements and processes. Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the thesis topic - the imperative and methods to better
-

integrate producibility and cost considerations into the product development process

by reviewing the project motivation, problem statement, project goals, project approach,
and the hypothesis. Chapter 1 concludes with an overview of the thesis organization.

1.1 Project Motivation
Over the last ten years, government contracts have been changing. In 2009,
President Obama issued a memorandum encouraging the heads of the executive
departments and agencies to use fixed price contracts in lieu of traditional cost
reimbursement contracts to help control costs on government programs [1]. Each year,
the Government Accountability Office (GAO) performs an assessment of selected
weapon programs. This assessment reviews major defense acquisition programs to
determine how well they are being executed, which includes reporting on cost and
schedule overruns. In the 2009 report, the GAO found that 64 of 96 programs reviewed
had cost overruns [2]. The GAO encouraged change in the acquisition process, and
President Obama's memorandum was one of those changes [3].
With fixed price contracts, cost overruns are no longer reimbursed, as they are
with traditional cost reimbursement contracts. The contractor is paid the price written in
the contract, irrespective of the actual costs [4]. With fixed price contracts, contractors
must better incorporate cost requirements into their product development process to
avoid losing profits. For more information on DoD contract types, see Appendix A.
In addition to the approach to contracting, the government is starting to require
compliance to the new Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Aerospace Standard
(AS) AS6500. AS6500 requires a manufacturing management program throughout the
life cycle of a program [5]. The DoD also released a new handbook, MIL-HDBK-896A, to
go along with AS6500, that provides further detail and a deeper explanation of the
11

requirements in AS6500 [6]. AS6500, and the accompanying handbook, were written
because the government had cancelled the previous "Manufacturing Management
Program" military standard in the 1990s [7]. Without this, contractors did not have a
requirement to have a manufacturing management program. The GAO found that
manufacturing issues were causing schedule overruns, cost overruns, and quality
issues on multiple programs [7]. This made it necessary to reinstate a requirement.
With AS6500 written into contracts, contractors must have a robust
manufacturing management program from the beginning of development.
Manufacturing engineers need to be involved early in the development of a new
product. Contractors must comply with specific manufacturing readiness levels (MRLs)
and perform assessments to demonstrate their status. The standard tells contractors
what they need to do to meet the requirement, but it doesn't tell them how to do it.
Contractors have to create their own processes to ensure that the requirements are
met [7]. For more information on AS6500 and MRLs, see Appendix A.

1.2 Problem Statement
The new contract requirements are forcing a change in the way defense
contractors do business. Traditionally, design engineers could design the best possible
technology to meet the customer's performance needs and then "throw it over the wall"
to the manufacturing engineers to figure out how to build it without understanding how
much the system would cost to build [8]. As a result of this, when the product actually
enters production, it is harder to build than expected, takes longer to build than
expected, and costs more to build than expected. This approach and the results are
typical across the defense industry [7]. Under cost reimbursement contracts, the
additional costs in production would be billed back to the customer so companies still
made the planned profit on a program. Without the AS6500 contract language, there
were minimal requirements or incentives for manufacturing to get involved early in the
development process to shape the design for producibility. With these fundamental
changes in the defense industry, Company X, and other defense contractors, must
determine the best ways to incorporate manufacturing and cost requirements into their
product development process so that they can meet these contract requirements while
12

still keeping their competitive edge in the market. For more information on the changes
in the defense industry, see Appendix B.

1.3 Project Goals
The main goal of the project is to develop recommendations for Company X to
improve their product development process. More specifically, how can Company X
incorporate manufacturing and cost requirements into their product development
process while still keeping their competitive advantage in the market? Since Company X
is typically designing products on the cutting edge of technology, it is important to also
determine how to ensure that the manufacturing technology available can produce
these new designs. A second goal is to investigate why it is so hard for defense
contractors to change the way they do business. Automotive companies, and other
commercial companies, have incorporated cost and manufacturing requirements into
their development process for years. Why do government contractors still have
manufacturing issues that drive cost and schedule overruns? Ideally, the
recommendations provided to Company X can be applied to other defense contractors
to help reduce cost and schedule overruns across the industry.

1.4 Project Approach
This thesis is based on case studies and existing research on high performing
teams, product development, and design for manufacturing. The first step is to review
Company X's product development process to begin to understand their current state.
Existing literature on high performing teams, product development, and design for
manufacturing is also studied to lay the groundwork for developing best practices and
what to look for during the case studies.
The bulk of the research is included in the case studies. Two programs within
Company X are studied to characterize the actual current state. The case studies
include information on how design and manufacturing engineering teams work together
to ensure that products meet performance, cost, and manufacturing requirements. The
case studies also investigate the technical challenges of designing new technologies
and then transitioning them to production. The case studies look for best practices and
13

areas for improvement at Company X. A third case study is performed using open
literature to investigate Toyota's product development process. Toyota has proven that
it can develop high performing products that are also producible faster than its
competitors [9]. This case study is combined with best practices from Company X and
the literature on high performing teams, product development, and design for
manufacturing to characterize the target state.
After the current state and target state are documented, a gap analysis is
performed to identify the differences between the current state and the best practices.
This analysis forms the basis for the recommendations to improve the product
development process at Company X. Before final recommendations are made, a cause
and effect analysis of best practices is performed to ensure that the recommendations
are viable at Company X.

1.5 Hypothesis
The initial hypothesis for the research is that technology-based development
programs focus almost exclusively on performance until it comes time to transition to
production because it takes so much effort to make the new technology work. The
second hypothesis is that being a government contractor makes it hard to change
processes and perform like commercial companies because of the government
regulations. The last hypothesis is that the organizational structure at Company X
creates a silo between design engineering and manufacturing engineering because the
teams are in two separate organizations with two separate leaders.

1.6 Thesis Overview
The first chapter of the thesis provides an introduction to the thesis topic and why
it is important to Company X. Chapter 2 provides background on the defense industry
and Company X. Chapter 3 is an overview of best practices for product development,
design for manufacturing, and high performing teams found in literature. The next two
chapters, 4 and 5, contain the internal and external case studies. Chapter 6 presents
the gap analysis between the current state at Company X and target state based on
best practices found in literature, around Company X, and the external case study. The
14

thesis concludes with recommendations in Chapter 7 and ideas for future work related
to this topic in Chapter 8. More detailed information on DoD contracts and the recent
changes in the defense industry can be found in the Appendix.

2.0 Background
Company X is a defense contractor that primarily designs and develops weapons
systems for the DoD and its allies; therefore, it is subject to DoD specific regulations.
This chapter provides an overview of the industry, the company, and its product
development process, given the contractual regulatory context.

2.1 Industry Overview
The United States (U.S.) defense industry is different than an idealized
consumer-oriented commercial industry. There is basically one customer (the DoD) and
a handful of suppliers. U.S. defense contractors can sell products to foreign militaries,
but those sales must be approved by the DoD as part of the Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) program [10]. When doing business with the DoD, contractors are limited in the
amount of profit they can make, which means their operating margins are typically less
than commercial companies. For example, in 2014, the best defense contractors had
operating margins around 15% while Apple's was approximately 30% [11]. Defense
contractors are also required to follow unique requirements from the DoD that typically
add cost and time to programs. Estimates show that these unique requirements can add
30% to the cost of a program [11]. In addition to the unique requirements that
contractors face, they are subject to a large amount of oversight from their DoD
customer. The customer is involved in program reviews and program decisions. The
DoD has its own program managers, chief engineers, and other experts that work side
by side with the defense contractors throughout a program. These limitations make it
difficult for new companies to enter the defense industry.
The benefit to doing business with the government is that they share the risk of
creating new products [12]. Often times, the DoD needs a new technology and will pay
for the research and development (R&D) to create that new technology. The DoD funds
work in stages. Sometimes the work ends at the R&D stage, and sometimes the
15

products move into production. The Program A case study in Chapter 4 is an example
of a DoD funded R&D effort.
The DoD acquisition process is extremely complex. Figure 1 shows a high level
overview of the acquisition process represented as a series of phases with decision
points scheduled throughout the process. Programs start with the DoD identifying a
need, looking for existing solutions or alternatives, and then making a decision to
continue on to the risk reduction phase. The risk reduction phase begins with Milestone
A, which is the commitment to investigate design concepts to fit the DoD's need and
reduce risks associated with those concepts before entering engineering and
manufacturing development. The engineering and manufacturing development (EMD)
phase prepares a product for production and delivery. This is the phase that develops
detailed designs, tests the products, and prepares the production line to build the
product. Before EMD can begin, three decisions have to be made. First, the
requirements have to be confirmed in the capability development document (CDD).
Next, the development request for proposals (RFP) must be released to industry
participants to gather bids for the program. The final decision point to enter EMD is
called Milestone B, which awards a contract to a contractor and commits funding to the
program. After the initial portion of EMD, a decision is made whether or not to begin
production, which is called Milestone C. DoD programs usually start with a low rate
initial production (LRIP) and then continue on to full rate production (FRP) after the
product built in LRIP is proven. At the end of a program, the product is disposed of in a
safe manner. Every step in the acquisition process is tailorable based on the DoD's
needs at that time [13].
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it is not intended to reflect the dme dedicated to associated phase activity.

Production, Deployment,
and Sustainment
.s.
D isposal

Figure 1: High Level Overview of the DoD Acquisition Process [13]
Each milestone in the process comes with a commitment to fund that phase of
the program. It is important to note that, at any time, the DoD could decide to cancel a
program for a variety of reasons, including affordability issues, loss of funding, or
changing needs. Funding is subject to uncertainty for DoD contracts because Congress
only approves funding on an annual basis so nothing can be guaranteed for more than
a year at a time [14]. This makes it difficult to plan and predict future customer demand.
At each step, the DoD may decide to open the program to competition. On some
programs, the government owns the intellectual property for the technology so they can
hire one contractor to design it and a different one to build it. The DoD can also open a
competition for new block changes on a program. Every contract is different, and the
acquisition process is tailorable, which makes every program unique. The range of
these unique contract requirements and contract types are out of scope for this
research, but it is important to understand how complex the government acquisition
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system is to appreciate the challenges of being a defense contractor. It is also important
to recognize that because everything is done in phases, contractors are incentivized to
get to the next phase at each step. This can hurt eventual production in some cases.
For example, if everyone is focused on winning the EMD contract during risk reduction,
planning for recurring production will not be a priority during risk reduction. That means
the initial design concepts may not take recurring production into account, and those
concepts may later be locked in during EMD. As a result, the product may be difficult to
build when the production contract is finally awarded. This phase-focused work can be
seen in the Program A case study in Chapter 4.

2.2 Company Overview
Company X is a large technology company that has built its competitive
advantage on superior product performance. Company X has a long history of technical
innovation. Over the years, there have been a variety of mergers and acquisitions,
which have led to the current company organizational structure. Company X is made up
of multiple business units that do a variety of defense related work for the U.S. and its
allies. This thesis research is based at one business unit within Company X that
designs, develops, and supports weapons systems for the U.S. and its allies.

2.3 Company Product Development Process Overview
Company X employs a phase gate development process where work is
performed in phases with gates in between to verify program status. Company X has an
official integrated product development process that is maintained at the corporate level.
This process contains a set of best practices for use across the corporation on any
program. These best practices include processes, tasks, tools, and responsibilities for
each discipline involved in the process. If the process is followed exactly, every
stakeholder will be involved in the development process, and likely nothing will be
missed. Like the DoD acquisition process, this process is tailorable to meet the unique
needs of each program. The project management team owns the tailoring process for
each program at Company X. With this tailoring process, it is possible to remove entire
teams of stakeholders from certain phases and gates, which can cause issues later in
18

the program. For example, if manufacturing tasks are tailored out early in the
development process, it may be more difficult to build a product when it enters
production. This thesis will discuss the importance of manufacturing involvement
throughout the gated process to avoid these issues in production.
The basic gated process at Company X is shown in Figure 2. Each gate,
numbered one through seven in the figure below, has a series of requirements and
deliverables that must be met in order to close the gate and move to the next phase of
the program. Prior to a gate review, an independent review typically takes place with
subject matter experts to ensure that everything is ready for the gate review. Gate
closure is usually achieved in a large meeting where all stakeholders meet with
company leaders, go through the deliverables, and decide if the project is ready to
move forward. It is possible to pass the gate when some deliverables are still open. In
this case, an action item list is created and tracked to closure as the program moves
forward. The case studies in Chapter 4 show the programs moving through the gates
with open issues.

1
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Requirements
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Figure 2: Company X Product Development Process
The capture/proposal review phase of the product development process is based
on business decisions. This is the point when Company X decides whether or not it
wants to pursue or bid on a program. The research in this thesis does not apply to this
portion of the product development process.
The start-up through production readiness gates, shown in the figure as gates
two through seven, are the program execution gates. The research contained in this
thesis focuses on these phases. The start-up gate is the official start of the program.
During this phase, a project plan is developed that shows funding, schedule, and other
program commitments. The focus of the requirements and architecture phase is to
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create achievable program requirements and product architecture before beginning the
preliminary design. During the preliminary design phase, the product concepts are
further validated to ensure that they meet the requirements. During the critical design
phase, the detailed drawings are created. After detailed designs are created, the
process flows into testing, verification, and validation to ensure that the product meets
all requirements. Finally the program enters the production readiness gate to ensure
that the designs are ready for production. Production typically starts with LRIP and
continues to FRP. At the end of a program, there is a closure gate that ensures
programs are properly closed. This research does not cover the support and disposal of
a program. The case studies in Chapter 4 show how programs move through the
product development process at Company X.
Because the DoD is Company X's main customer, its product development
process must align with the DoD acquisition process. Figure 3 shows the DoD
acquisition process at a high level and the Company X development gates that
correspond to the acquisition steps. The DoD milestones are discussed in the industry
overview of Section 2.1. The company and DoD decision points are the Preliminary
Design Review (PDR), Critical Design Review (CDR), Production Readiness Review
(PRR), and Full Rate Production (FRP) decision. These reviews are typically held jointly
with Company X and DoD representatives to review the gate information and decide
whether or not to continue with the program.
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Figure 3: DoD Acquisition Process Compared to Company X
Product Development Process'

When reviewing Company X's development process, it is important to recognize
that design concept decisions are made early in the development process. These early
design decisions impact what enters production. This is why it is so important to have
manufacturing involvement early in the development process. Company X's official
process does have tasks for manufacturing in the early gates, but these are sometimes
tailored out by the DoD or the company. To combat this issue, representatives within
Company X created a roadmap to the production gate to help programs prepare for
production. This roadmap contains a checklist of what should ideally happen during
each phase to prepare for production. In addition to this roadmap, representatives have
created a New Product Introduction handbook as a guide to help manufacturing
representatives in the development process. This handbook has tools that the
manufacturing representatives can use to ensure that new programs are prepared for
production. This checklist and handbook have helped programs that have
manufacturing representation in the development process, but they cannot help if

1 Figure

adapted from internal information and the DoD acquisition process [13].
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manufacturing steps are tailored out of the process or manufacturing needs are
overruled by design needs. Once the program arrives at the production gate, so much
money and time has been invested that it is almost impossible to cancel a program at
that point. Even if manufacturing representatives are not completely satisfied with the
design, everyone finds a way to make it work so that the program can enter production.
With traditional cost reimbursement contracts, such late stage adjustments are possible
without severe consequences; however, fixed price contracts will require a change in
this practice, as discussed in Chapter 1 and Appendix A.

3.0 Best Practices Overview
Chapter 3 provides an overview of best practices for product development,
design for manufacturing and assembly, and high performance teams found in
literature. These best practices set the foundation for the target state for Company X
documented in Chapter 6.

3.1 Product Development Best Practices
There are many product development best practices and many ways to perform
product development. This section will focus on areas that correspond to later parts of
the thesis, including the case studies and recommendations.
One of the best ways to ensure a successful product development process is to
start with an integrated team. This is especially important in large, complex systems like
those Company X specializes in. No one person can know everything there is to know
from design to manufacture of a product. This thesis is focused on the interaction
between the design engineers and the manufacturing engineers, but it is important to
understand that many other organizations, like quality and supply chain, also need to be
involved in the development process. At Company X, everyone is involved at some
point in the product development process, but the case studies in Chapter 4 show there
could be better integration and balance between the teams throughout the development
process. As the environment becomes more competitive, designers cannot use the old
"throw it over the wall" approach to manufacturing. Product development must be an
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iterative process where manufacturing and design work together from the beginning to
create a design that meets both performance and manufacturing requirements [15].
In addition to integrated teams, it is important for product development teams to
have an overall vision for the project. The focus of a development team cannot just be
on their portion of development. People who are working on a new project early on
cannot only focus on getting the technology to work; rather there must be thought early
in a program on how this new technology can be fully designed and built in a timely
manner [17].
Continuous improvement of the product development process is key to a
company's success. After each program is completed, it is important to take time to
reflect on a program and find lessons learned that can be applied to new programs [18].
Because Company X has such a long development process, this could even happen
after each major milestone. Company X constantly has multiple different programs in
work, and most have the same customer, the DoD. Right now, each program acts as its
own entity. Because programs each work as their own entity, sometimes the customer
notices that two programs are having the same issue at the same time before the two
programs realize it. If Company X shared lessons learned across programs, the
programs could work together to solve issues and avoid having the customer point out
common issues between programs.
Toyota has proven that it can develop high quality products faster than its
competitors. Toyota's methods will be discussed in depth in Chapter 5, but some of its
methods are considered best practices for product development. One of the biggest
differences at Toyota is its set based design process. Many companies, like Company
X, follow a point based design process. This means they take one idea and iterate on
that until it is ready for production. Often times, the single design solution flows from
group to group in a serial fashion - the designers design it and then throw it over the
wall to manufacturing to figure out how to build it. With this method, companies lose the
opportunity for feedback and changes as the process moves forward [19]. At Toyota,
teams take a set of possible designs and iterate those until they come to a final design
[19]. In addition to the set based process, Toyota utilizes concurrent engineering instead
of traditional serial engineering. With concurrent engineering, everyone is looking at
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design options together, and they are coming up with solutions that work for everyone at
the same time. This allows for more feedback between teams and a better solution for
the project overall [19]. The set based concurrent engineering process allows Toyota to
create designs that are better optimized than its competitors. It also allows Toyota to
make changes later in the process to improve supplier parts, meet new customer
needs, and improve the manufacturing process as needs are better understood [19].
Toyota also utilizes a number of prototypes in the development process to help
iterate new designs. Prototypes allow teams to get their hands on a product and quickly
find out what works and what does not. The Manufacturing Vision Group, a team of
academic and company representatives that studied how to be a successful
manufacturing company [20], also encourages the use of prototypes to help teams test
their ideas [21]. The earlier that prototypes are created, the faster that manufacturing
engineers can see what is needed to build the product in the factory environment.
Another important key to product development is having documentation to aid
designers in the development process. Standard work, engineering checklists, and
manufacturing capability data can speed up the development process and can help
engineers learn requirements faster. Toyota utilizes engineering checklists for every
part of the vehicle. These checklists document what is known to work in the design and
manufacturing process [9]. If the design engineers meet the requirements of these
&

checklists, they know that their design will fit into the manufacturing process. Pratt

Whitney created engineering standard work for their engine development process,
which saved time and money in the development process [22]. GE Aviation created a
capability database that documents the capability of their manufacturing processes so
that engineers know what is possible with the technology available today [23]. All of this
documentation helps design and manufacturing engineers work together, better
understand each other, and create better products.

3.2 Design for Manufacturing and Assembly Best Practices
There are multiple well known design for manufacturing and assembly (DFMA)
techniques documented in literature. This thesis does not focus on how to design a
specific part to be better for manufacturing. Instead, we focus on how to design for
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producibility. According to the Defense Acquisition University, this means designing a
product to be "easily and economically fabricated, assembled, inspected, and tested
with high quality on the first attempt" [24]. Producibility can be improved in a number of
ways. First, design engineers have to put producibility into their design
requirements [24]. This is a critical change in the design thought process. Design
engineers must attempt to design to the existing manufacturing processes to keep costs
down and ease of manufacturing up [15]. Design engineers must also track the
manufacturing costs of their products [16]. These costs include materials to
manufacture and assemble products as well as employees' time to build and support
products. In order to improve the quality of a product, it is important to design for error
proofing [16]. For example, designers can add features to parts to ensure that it is only
possible to assemble them one way. During the design process, it is also important to
think about design for test. If the product needs to be tested at various times throughout
the process, it is important to plan for that early in the design process. No one wants to
take apart a fully assembled product to test it. At the same time, no one wants to tear
something down to fix a part that is buried inside a fully assembled product because
that critical part was not tested until the end of the assembly process.
Boothroyd and Dewhurst are well known names in DFMA. They created DFMA
principles that designers can use to ensure that they are designing for manufacturing
and assembly. Their DFMA methods can be summarized as [25]:

"
"
*
*
"
"
"
*
*

Design to minimize part count
Design to minimize the number and type of fasteners used
Design to use standard or common parts
Design for symmetry
Design for ease of fastener and part insertion
o Create self-aligning features
Design for open assembly
Design to avoid holding or moving parts during assembly
o Assemble from one axis
Design for modularity
Design to minimize the number of steps required to manufacture and assemble a
part
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It is important to consider these methods early in the product development process
because these early design decisions determine around 80% of the cost of a
program [26]. In the DoD acquisition process, this is best done before PDR, while the
design is still fluid and open to changes for producibility [27].
In the defense industry, companies often develop all-new solutions when existing
solutions may exist. With the changes in defense contract language, companies are
starting to look for high MRL solutions or commercially available products instead of
designing new products to help improve designs for manufacturing and assembly.
Existing products have been tested and are proven to work so if they can meet the
need, they are typically a better solution for manufacturing.

3.3 High Performance Team Best Practices for Integrating Work
Integrated teams are one of the best ways to ensure successful product
development. There are a variety of ways integrated teams can work. This section will
point out some features of successful teams.
Clark and Wheelwright have written a number of articles on different types of
development teams. Their research shows that "heavyweight" teams offer the best
results if they are well managed. In a heavyweight team, representatives from different
functions are assigned to work on a program, and they are co-located with other
members of the heavyweight team and the heavyweight leader to encourage
communication and focus. In order to be successful, the team must have a guiding
vision and a plan to meet their team goals. The heavyweight team leader is responsible
for assigning and reviewing the team's work and is responsible for the final product that
the team creates. The team members still directly report to their functional managers on
the organizational chart, but during their time working on a project, they also report to
the heavyweight leader. Having a heavyweight leader with so much power and
responsibility allows a program to have better integration and coordination between
functions and a stronger focus on the end goal [28].
Toyota employs a heavyweight team model with their chief engineer. At Toyota,
the chief engineer is responsible for the entire program from concept through
production. That one person stays on the program and sees it through. Because the
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chief engineer knows he/she will still be responsible for the program in production,
he/she is motivated to ensure that the work is fully integrated throughout the
development process. Like other heavyweight teams, the individuals on the program still
report to their functional managers on the organizational chart, but they also answer to
the chief engineer. One key difference is that the Toyota chief engineer acts more like a
lead design engineer than a traditional heavyweight manager would. The chief engineer
individually makes many design decisions, especially related to the overall system of a
new product [29].
The organizational design also plays a role in how well integrated a product is.
Many times, design engineers and manufacturing engineers are in two separate
organizations with separate goals and separate leaders. Sometimes design engineers
are considered higher skilled engineers than manufacturing engineers, with higher pay
and more respect in the company. Design engineers often own the product
development process and do not bring their manufacturing engineering counterparts in
until the design is done and it is time to transition to production. This organizational
divide makes integration more difficult [8]. It is important to have a solid connection
between the two organizations, whether it is through joint leadership or a robust product
development process that requires the teams to work together from the early phases of
development.
In the 1990s, GE Aviation recognized that having manufacturing and design
engineering in two separate organizations was costing them money. Because they
weren't designing for producibility, they were spending extra money on inspection and
rework. With two different organizations, design engineers were focused on designing
the best engine for performance and manufacturing engineers were focused on making
sure the parts could be built. To fix this, they reorganized into centers of excellence and
gave design engineers the goal to look at both performance and producibility. Each
center of excellence also has a chief manufacturing engineer to lead the team's
producibility efforts. This organizational change forced integration between design and
manufacturing engineers because producibility was a goal of the product development
process [23].
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In order to be truly integrated, teams must work together in a concurrent fashion.
Teams are not integrated if each team member works on their portion of the project and
then hands it off to the next team (the throw it over the wall approach mentioned
previously). In addition to working together, there must be balance between the team
members. There has to be balance to ensure that each voice is heard throughout the
design process. This does not mean that every team gets every want satisfied, but they
can work together to understand each other's needs and incorporate solutions that
satisfy everyone [15].
Along with many other companies, Company X employs an Integrated Product
Team (IPT) structure to help encourage integration between teams. According to
company procedures, IPTs are supposed to be made up of people representing all of
the relevant functions for a program. The team is supposed to create a team handbook
with a program vision, roles and responsibilities, a project plan, and metrics. The IPTs
are supposed to own the entire system together in lieu of individuals owning their
individual parts. The IPTs are to be responsible for performance, quality, cost and
schedule. Company X also encourages co-location of the IPTs to ensure open
communication. All of these are excellent best practices when they are followed. The
case studies in Chapter 4 will show examples of IPTs in action at Company X.

4.0 Internal Case Studies
Two case studies of internal programs are performed to characterize the current
state at Company X. As previously discussed, the company has a documented product
development process, but it is tailorable. The purpose of the case studies is to
determine what really happens during the product development process at Company X.
The two programs were selected based on access to information and
performance in production. Many government programs span decades, which means
the programs studied had to be relatively new so that people with product development
experience in that program were available for interviews. Programs also had to have
enough production data to show where issues and successes exist in each program.
In addition to the case studies, this chapter includes a summary of best practices
around Company X. During interviews, people were asked what best practices they
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have seen around Company X related to producibility and cost, and those are listed
here. Chapter 4 concludes with a summary of the internal current state.

4.1 Case Study Setup
Once the programs were determined, the case study design could begin. Each
interview started with the standard set of questions shown in Appendix C. Questions
were purposely chosen to be open ended so they would not steer the conversation one
way or another. With these open ended questions, interviewees were able to open up
and tell their version of the story.
In order to determine who should be interviewed, organizational charts from
throughout the program were collected. In addition, at the end of each interview, the
interviewee was asked who else should be interviewed. These two steps provided more
than enough available people to interview for the case studies.
The product development process at Company X is long. The development
period for each program studied spanned nearly 10 years. Over that 10 years, different
people worked the programs at different times. In order to get the full picture of each
program, people from each phase of the development process were interviewed. In
Program A, a total of 40 people were interviewed from the risk reduction, EMD, and
production phases of the program. In Program B, a total of 21 people were interviewed
from the development and production program phases. On both programs, the people
interviewed included representatives from design engineering, manufacturing
engineering, test engineering, quality, supplier management, and program
management, and ranged from individual contributors to high level leaders. By the end
of the interview process, the stories were repeating, and enough data was received to
get a high level view of the product development process for each program.

4.2 Program A
Program A is a large defense program funded by the DoD. This program
develops new technology to give the DoD an advantage in the battlespace. AA version o1
this program's product is also expected to be available for Foreign Military Sales (FMS)
at a later date. Because this is cutting edge technology that is very expensive to
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develop, the contractor who wins the program will be able to profit from it for a long time
without a competitor.
-

At the beginning of the program, the DoD awarded two risk reduction contracts

one to a team led by Company X and another to a team led by a competitor. The DoD
uses competitive contracts to create more affordable programs [30]. This led to an
intense competition between the two teams to develop the best product, at the best
price, so that one team could receive the EMD contract and follow on production
contracts. The goal of the risk reduction phase is to develop a design concept that can
meet the performance requirements [13]. Because of the competition and the program
potential, Company X also had a goal to meet a very competitive cost target that they
believed would beat their competitor. Based on all of the interviews performed, this
competitive cost target was unique to this program.
At the end of the risk reduction phase, both companies submitted EMD
proposals. They also submitted fixed price commitments for the follow on production
contracts, which would come later. They had to submit these price commitments before
the design was completed in EMD, which adds risk to the contractors. They had to
determine the material and labor costs before the design was complete and before a
contract was in place. The potential reward of decades of profit from the U.S. and its
allies made the risk worth it to the companies. Company X won the EMD contract and
follow on production contracts with their extremely low cost bid, lower perceived design
risk, and proven past performance. Figure 4 summarizes the key points for the Program
A overview.

Key Points on Program A
" Large DoD funded program
" Competitively bid
" Fixed price contract
Figure 4: Key Points on Program A
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4.2.1 Risk Reduction Phase
As previously stated, the goal of the risk reduction phase for Program A was to
prove the product performance and to meet a very competitive cost target. Because
cost was so critical to Company X's bid for EMD, particularly the set production cost,
they set up an IPT structure during the risk reduction phase. These IPTs were supposed
to bring design and manufacturing engineering together to create a product that met all
performance requirements like a normal program, but also met the competitive cost
target. Company X wanted manufacturing to be involved from the beginning to provide
input into the design to ensure that the product was producible and subsequently more
affordable in production. The teams also partnered with suppliers to bring costs down.
They wanted to partner with suppliers to create affordable solutions so that everyone
would benefit from the potential years of profit ahead. Each team had a specific cost
target for their part or assembly that they worked toward to ensure that the program met
its specific unit cost target. The manufacturing and supplied part costs were critical to
meeting that cost target.
According to most people interviewed, this was one of the earliest times that
manufacturing has been embedded into the product development team. Company X
typically follows the "throw it over the wall" serial design approach [8]. The
manufacturing engineering team usually doesn't get funding to participate in the risk
reduction process; they typically come on board later into EMD when it is time to start
transitioning to production. Because this was one of the first times they were involved
this early, the manufacturing engineers involved were not given any specific direction on
the team. They did not have tools or processes in place to illustrate what their
participation should look like. They were just told to go make sure the product was
producible. There were only a couple of manufacturing engineers early on so they had
to pick and choose what issues to work. It was even more difficult because the design
engineers were not used to their presence in risk reduction. The manufacturing
engineers had to first build rapport with the design engineers by helping where they
could. Once they proved they could help, it became easier for the two teams to work
together. Because there was no direction, the manufacturing engineers involved had to
be the right people: they had to be willing to speak up when needed, and they had to
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really understand the factory requirements and capabilities. Most manufacturing
engineers didn't have any product development experience so they had to teach
themselves how to get involved in the process. Over time, they began developing tools
to measure and estimate cycle time, test capability, capacity, and unit cost. They also
attempted to document design decisions to help in the event changes were needed in
the future, but they got push back from the design engineers on this process. In the end,
they created a factory strategy and test strategy while the design was in work so that
the factory and test strategies could help shape the design.
The early IPTs used DFMA standards to help shape the design. The teams also
looked for high manufacturing readiness level (MRL) and technology readiness level
(TRL) solutions to ensure that the product would meet the manufacturing and
technology needs of the program (for more information on MRLs and TRLs, see
Appendix A). Using components with higher MRLs and TRLs reduces the risk
associated with the manufacturing readiness and technology readiness of a program
[31]. To find high MRL and TRL solutions, the teams looked for commercially available
parts and parts that were already existing on other military programs. The team also
made an effort to reduce the number of parts used in the design for ease of assembly
and higher reliability. They looked for ways to reduce fastener count and touch time by
snapping parts together instead of fastening parts together. They designed parts to use
die casting instead of machining to save time and money. When machining was
necessary, the manufacturing engineers pushed opening tolerances to reduce
secondary machining, which saves time and money in the machining process. The
teams worked together to create a common factory test platform that allowed for
automated test of the product in the factory. This would be one of the first automated
test platforms that could be used across multiple programs, which was a huge part of
meeting the cost and touch time targets on this program.
In addition to using DFMA standards, the team embraced digital manufacturing
tools. They loaded the parts into a digital design tool and found clearance issues and
mis-located parts before they started ordering or building hardware. They were able to
document and fix these issues early on with these digital reviews. Without these
reviews, those issues may have moved further into the process and the cost to fix them
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would have grown. They were able to re-design the assemblies and verify the results in
the digital design space before money was spent to order or assemble parts. The
members of the IPT during risk reduction discussed how great it was to be a part of one
engineering team working together to find the best options for performance,
manufacturing, and cost.
Toward the end of the risk reduction phase, the team put together the basis of
estimate (BOE) for EMD and the production lot cost commitments. For more information
on BOEs, see Appendix A. Company X leaders declared what the unit cost had to be to
win the EMD and follow on production contracts, so the team put together a proposal to
match that unit cost. Since the design was not complete (as a reminder, during risk
reduction, the purpose is to create a design concept, not a full detailed design), the
proposals were created using the current design concept with assumptions, similar-to
parts, and initial material estimates from suppliers. During risk reduction, they were not
quite at the unit price documented in the bid, but they had a plan to get there using
learning curves, supplier partnerships, bundle buys for supplier parts, and other
assumptions. Most members of the team felt confident in their estimates, and everyone
was satisfied with the product at the end of risk reduction, including the DoD. It is
normal to have so many unknowns when making a BOE for a proposal, especially on a
complex system [4]. It is still early in the development, and there are so many unknowns
on how the concept will evolve as it goes through test, verification, and production. A
company must have sound assumptions when creating their estimates, which are
verified by the DoD during the contract award process. Figure 5 summarizes the key
points from the risk reduction phase of Program A.

"
"
"
"
*

Key Points on the Risk Reduction Phase
Implemented IPTs
Had early manufacturing involvement in the development process
Utilized DFMA methods
Embraced digital design tools
Created a basis of estimate (BOE) for both EMD and production at
the end of the phase
Figure 5: Key Points on the Risk Reduction Phase for Program A
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4.2.2 EMD Phase
Company X won the EMD and follow on production contracts. This contract
locked them into a fixed price EMD contract and a fixed price production unit cost. This
fixed price EMD contract is relatively unique. Typically cost reimbursement contracts
would be used for the development of a complex product because of all of the
unknowns [4]. The fixed price production unit cost locked in before EMD is also unique.
The leadership team during risk reduction accepted the fixed price contract risk because
of the high potential for reward later. It was now up to the EMD team to figure out how to
execute the plan developed by the risk reduction team and do it within that fixed price.
The purpose of the EMD contract is to complete the engineering and
manufacturing development of the product so that it can be produced and sold [13]. The
fixed price contract meant it had to be done within the fixed budget or Company X would
lose profits. Full drawings needed to be completed and released, the factories had to be
set up, and many units had to be built and tested. A mostly new team of people joined
the program during the EMD phase because the risk reduction team members moved
on to new programs while Company X waited for the DoD's decision. The time between
proposal submittal and contract award was close to a year.
EMD began with the IPT structure that existed in the risk reduction phase, but
with new team members. As the new team members came onboard, they went through
the BOE that the risk reduction team put together. No one understood how it would be
possible to get to the unit cost listed in the estimates. There were concerns over the
support headcount, test time requirements, touch time requirements, material cost, and
the large number of EMD parts to make. According to interviews, this disconnect
between phases is a common issue at Company X. People tend to work only one phase
of the development process and only that phase on each program. For example,
because risk reduction people only work risk reduction, they only know what goes on in
risk reduction. Their goal in risk reduction is to get the EMD contract, not necessarily to
prepare a program to get through EMD and into production. The system is lacking a
feedback loop between phases to help prevent this disconnect on future programs.
Without this feedback loop, the same issues come up on every program. Particularly,
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products continue to be difficult to build, more expensive to build, and take longer to
build than expected.
With the low cost commitment, the EMD program leaders were very focused on
cost at the beginning of EMD. Each team again had cost targets for their parts or
assemblies. The team members didn't know how they would meet these cost targets,
but everyone was encouraged to do whatever it took to bring the cost down. At times,
this meant sacrificing performance or even tailoring out some standard design analysis
steps, which caused issues later. The team members did not always agree with the
decisions made to cut cost, but this was a fixed price development contract so the
leaders wanted to make sure they stayed within that price.
The IPTs continued to work within the standard DFMA principles early in EMD.
The manufacturing engineers again tried to document design decisions, but they
continued to get push back from design engineering. The manufacturing engineers also
worked on creating work instructions and bringing technicians into the development
process to get their feedback on the build plan. They also worked on creating the
production plan, developing tools, and estimating the build time. Since the build time
was not where it needed to be for the bid, the IPT worked together to create a long list
of producibility items and used this to make a plan to get to the target. The team again
used DFMA standards to look at the design and build of the product. The producibility
list included doing things like adding locating features for ease of assembly, creating
snap on parts instead of fastened parts, replacing solder joints with connectors,
eliminating shims, and updating tolerances for ease of assembly. The design engineers
and manufacturing engineers sat together and peer reviewed each other's work to
ensure a balance between performance and producibility. With this list and the working
together attitude, the team had a plan to get to the required touch time for parts of the
system. The test time was still high, but they were moving forward.
CDR was scheduled only a few months after EMD contract award. The typical
goal of CDR is to have 90% of drawings released before CDR happens [32]. Everyone
knew that once CDR happened, the design would be fairly solidified. The manufacturing
engineers on the team knew that they only had a couple of months to get their last
minute design changes in before CDR happened. This is why it is so important to have
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manufacturing involvement in risk reduction. Without that involvement, the
manufacturing engineers have little to no say in the design before the design is set at
CDR.
Program A was somewhat unique because there was a planned design revision
after CDR. This revision was supposed to help producibility, performance, and
affordability for the product, and it was likely planned because of the fixed price
contract. It was supposed to be a fast design revision with only one to two months
planned to incorporate the changes. After the rush to get to CDR, the scope of the
revision became much larger than the original plan. Everyone was adding changes to
the new revision that were outside of the original scope. These changes created a
whole new weapon system. It took a year to integrate the new changes, adding cost
and creating a schedule delay. The new changes also added risk to the program
because these changes came after the program passed CDR with the customer and
after initial validation tests in risk reduction. The new revision was basically an all new
design, which would require further testing and validation.
As mentioned, some standard design analysis steps, like finite element analysis
of some parts, were tailored out and some performance items were traded to save cost
in the early portion of EMD. In some instances, the leadership assumed that the design
work and initial testing that had been done in risk reduction was enough to prove the
design, even though the risk reduction phase does not include full engineering
development. In addition to not performing some analyses, some drawings were not
fully dimensioned to save time and money. The leadership assumed the provided
dimensions were enough to build the product at the quality needed. According to some
of the interviews, these and other cost based decisions cost the program long delays,
on the order of tens of months, and millions of dollars later in EMD.
As EMD progressed, the product had to be tested. This is where the bulk of
these issues were discovered. The leadership assumed that the product would pass the
qualification tests based on the results of the initial tests in risk reduction. Because of
this assumption, there was no time or money built into the plan to fix any issues that
arose. In fact, many members of the development team were sent to different programs
when testing started because leaders thought the development work was done. As
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mentioned, there was a major design revision after CDR, which completely changed the
product. With these changes, the product failed multiple qualification tests. The root
cause of many of these failures could be traced back to design decisions and design
oversights made early on. In one example, the initial requirements were not well
understood. Initial testing was performed and the design concept was determined to be
acceptable based on the initial testing and understanding of the requirement. When the
actual qualification test happened, the product failed; it was determined that the initial
requirement was not understood and the initial test was not performed properly. This
failure led to months of additional re-design work on the program. This example shows
why it is critical to fully understand requirements early on. In another example, an
electrical part was chosen early on and stayed a part of the design throughout all of the
design changes. When the qualification test happened, that electrical part failed
because it was not powerful enough for the re-designed system. This illustrates why it is
difficult to change portions of the system after the initial design.
Because the development process is so long, part obsolescence becomes an
issue. This is particularly true for electronics. Many design decisions on these parts are
made early in risk reduction. By the time the design enters production 5-10 years later,
that part is obsolete. If the system passed qualification testing with that design, it
becomes very difficult to change. It is difficult not only because testing would have to be
performed, but also because changing one part of the system typically leads to changes
in mating parts. Design engineers have to consider this obsolescence issue in the
decisions they make. This is very difficult to predict and plan for.
Many units were built during EMD. These units were built to learn from doing and
for testing. Actually building units shows exactly how things go together and helps
design and manufacturing engineers focus on where important design changes are
needed for producibility. These EMD builds also showed designers things like exposed
wires and clearance issues. As EMD progressed, these builds started to take place in a
factory environment. This helped factory technicians learn about the new product, and
also allowed them to provide feedback to the manufacturing engineers for the
producibility changes. Because there were so many changes going on during EMD, the
manufacturing engineers had to spend a significant amount of time working on
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configuration control with technicians. These configuration changes were due to the
design changes to fix qualification issues and also to ensure that the different test
articles were built to their exact specifications, as different tests require different
configurations of the system.
During EMD, the program also started to experience scope creep. The
government asked for more test parts, which required factory set up changes. Design
engineers required more testing of assemblies and subassemblies to verify
performance, which added time to the factory process. Some subassemblies had to be
built in house instead of at suppliers because suppliers could not meet the quality
requirements, which also added time to the factory process. The government even put
restrictions on manufacturing methods for some parts. In one example, Company X
designed a part to be made using die casting methods instead of traditional machining
methods, which was going to save the program money over time. This is a big step for
Company X because many parts are designed to be machined, even when other
manufacturing methods are available. Designers like machined parts because they
have more flexibility with the design and the parts typically have better structural
capabilities due to tighter tolerances and better surface finish [33]. After this design
decision was made, and the saved cost was added to the plan, the government said
they would not allow die cast parts. Estimates show that changing back to machining
cost the program 10x more on one part alone. In a fixed price contract, it is important to
control scope creep because these scope changes add cost to the program. With a
fixed price contract, these costs are not reimbursed unless they are in the original plan.
After the qualification failures, the program started to fall behind schedule. The
IPTs became design engineering teams that were focused on designing a fix for each of
the failures. The teams called themselves IPTs, but the teams were full of design
engineers, so they were not true IPTs. Each day of delay cost the program a substantial
amount of money. It became a race to get to a design that would meet the performance
requirements. Balancing cost, producibility, and performance went away. Manufacturing
engineers were still on the program, but they moved to the factory sites to work with
technicians to ensure that each unit built matched the updated configuration required to
pass the qualification tests. The teams no longer had cost goals. The goal was simply to
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get to a design that would meet the performance requirements as quickly as possible.
Once the new design passed the qualification tests, there was no time to go back and
make changes for producibility or cost. It was also more difficult to make changes
because the design had passed qualification. Figure 6 summarizes the key points from
the EMD phase of Program A.

Key Points on the EMD Phase
* Staffed by a mostly new team of people
* Started with the true IPT structure
" Began with a strong focus on cost
" Included a planned design revision after CDR that experienced a significant
amount of scope creep
" Built many units to attempt to uncover producibility issues early
" Failed qualification tests
o The IPTs then became design engineering teams only
o The program focus then shifted to performance
o The program schedule was then delayed to fix the issues
Figure 6: Key Points on the EMD Phase of Program A

4.2.3 Production Phase
Once the design met the performance requirements, it was time to move into
production. Because EMD lasted so long, the production team had to produce the
production units in a shortened amount of time to try to meet the contract delivery
schedule. Like most DoD programs, Program A started with low rate initial production
(LRIP) to ensure that everything was in place before beginning full rate production. The
schedule for Program A includes a long LRIP period to fix any design or producibility
issues that may arise.
The production team was brought in early on Program A so that there was some
overlap between the EMD phase and the production phase. This allowed a number of
EMD build units to be built in a true production environment, which helped the team
move up the learning curve faster and reduce costs. With the schedule slides, the
production team and EMD team had more overlap than originally planned. This overlap
caused some issues with the program planning. For example, material orders were
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placed for both EMD and production units at one time. Since EMD was not completed,
the design was still changing, and some of the parts ordered for production became
obsolete after the order was placed.
Because of the schedule delay in EMD, production was forced to reduce their
period of performance to save costs. The faster a production lot is completed, the
cheaper it is because the overhead costs to support production are reduced. With a
reduced period of performance, the production team had to learn how to build the new
product and do it faster than originally planned, which was difficult for everyone.
Now that the program is in the production phase, and the prices are locked in,
the program has created an affordability group to bring the costs down and increase
profits on the program. The affordability group is looking for new opportunities to update
the design to save material cost, touch labor time, and test time. The affordability group
is its own IPT with experts from multiple functions looking at ways to improve the
system. It will take time to make these changes because the changes have to be tested
and verified. Because it is so late in the program, the changes are harder to make. The
ideas must have a large return on investment to be worth making a design change while
in production. This makes the job of the affordability group difficult.
Program A utilizes an organizational structure in production called the team of
five. The team of five brings representatives from design engineering, manufacturing,
quality, supply chain, and program management together to execute a program. With
this structure, representatives from each organization have a voice in program decisions
and program issues. The team meets daily to discuss issues and production status.
This has helped bring the teams together and break down organizational barriers.
Today Program A is still in production. The product takes longer to build than the
original plan and is more expensive than the original plan. This is why the affordability
group is so critical to the program. Changes are still required to get the program to
where it needs to be for the fixed price contract. Figure 7 summarizes the key points on
the production phase of Program A.
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Key Points on the Production Phase
Overlap between EMD and production teams allowed for faster learning but
also created part ordering issues
" Production period of performance was reduced to make up for schedule
delays in EMD
* Affordability group was created to address the cost and producibility issues
coming out of EMD
" Team of Five is utilized to ensure representatives from all organizations
have a voice in program decisions
"

Figure 7: Key Points on the Production Phase of Program A

4.3

Program B
Program B is an internal development program with the goal to develop a product

to compete with competitors' products in a high volume, lost cost market. Because
Program B's development was not sponsored by the DoD, it did not need to follow the
DoD acquisition process. This program is broken down into the development phase and
the production phase instead of the traditional DoD phases that Program A
experienced. Figure 8 summarizes the key points for Program B.

Key
*
"
"

Points on Program B
Internally funded
High volume
Low cost

Figure 8: Key Points on Program B

4.3.1 Development Phase
In order to compete in this high volume, low cost market, which is rare in the
defense industry, Program B must focus on cost and producibility from the start of the
program. If the end product is not low cost compared to its competitors, the product will
not sell. In interviews, people commented that this is the closest design to cost program
Company X has had. Because there was no DoD oversight, the Program B team had
the opportunity to develop their own requirements and project plan. In order to get the
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product to market quickly, Program B compressed the development phase. From the
beginning, the goal was to quickly develop a simple solution that would beat
competitors' cost and performance. These unique circumstances drove different
behaviors and processes in development.
Cost was a real requirement for Program B, and each decision was made with
cost in mind. Every team had a cost target that they were expected to meet, including
costs for materials and recurring production. These cost targets were discussed in every
meeting, and everyone was expected to have a plan. The targets were not easy to
meet, and teams were challenged to do what they could to meet these targets.
In order to compete, Program B's development schedule was compressed. The
compressed schedule drove concurrent engineering work, which is actually a best
practice in product development, as mentioned in Chapter 3. The team developed the
design of the product and the production line at the same time, allowing the design team
to design for the production line. To aid in this concurrent engineering work, the
manufacturing and design engineering teams were co-located next to the production
line where Product B was to be built, enabling the team to communicate on a daily basis
and to easily go to the production floor.
The high volume requirement on this program is also unique. High volume
reinforces the cost requirement and the need to concurrently develop the product for
performance and for the production line. The recurring costs of materials and labor
escalate when the product is made in larger quantities. If manufacturing issues are
discovered on a high volume production line, many parts are affected in a short amount
of time, and this can sometimes lead to a production line shutdown to fix the issues
before more products are built.
All of these unique items drove different behaviors in the product development
process. The development team was a true IPT with representatives from design and
manufacturing engineering. The IPT was encouraged to come up with the most cost
effective, producible solution possible to meet the program's performance requirements.
This drove many good examples of DFMA activity and concurrent engineering.
Manufacturing engineers with multiple specialties were embedded in these IPTs: the
IPTs contained prototype design engineers, digital manufacturing engineers, and
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producibility engineers in addition to the manufacturing engineers familiar with the
factory floor. All of these groups brought in new ideas to ensure that the designs were
producible.
For example, with the help of prototype design engineers, Program B built many
more prototypes than most programs. The fact that this was a lower cost product and
internally funded helped make this possible. As development progressed, the team
even built prototypes on the actual production line to get feedback and ensure that
everything would flow smoothly when the product actually entered production.
Digital manufacturing engineers created digital mock ups of the product and the
production line. They were able to show engineers how difficult things would be to
assemble on the computer before money was spent trying to prototype a part. One
example was a subassembly that first had over 20 fasteners. Manufacturing engineers
tried to tell the design engineers that this would be difficult to build, but they were not
"winning" the argument so the digital manufacturing engineers mocked it up on the
computer and showed the issue to the design engineers. After the design engineers
saw this mockup, they created a new subassembly that was simply two pieces that
snapped together. The digital design team made it easy to visualize difficult areas in the
build process before they actually became a problem. The digital design engineers also
helped with tolerance analysis for mating parts.
The producibility engineers brought DFMA expertise to the program: they
reviewed designs against DFMA best practices and helped design engineers develop
solutions to improve product producibility and cost. The producibility team spent a
significant amount of time looking for ways to improve manufacturing processes. They
also worked with suppliers to see what new capabilities were available. As mentioned
previously, typically Company X defaults to machining, but the high volume of Program
B made manufacturing methods other than machining very attractive because tooling
cost could be spread over the large number of products to be produced. Producibility
engineers used their manufacturing method knowledge and supplier knowledge to
replace machined parts with injection molded parts in some places to save an estimated
60% in material cost. They were also able to replace machining with die casting on
other parts to save cost.
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In general, all of the different manufacturing engineering representatives worked
together and with design engineering representatives to create a more producible, lower
cost product. The team worked together to make sure tolerance analysis was performed
on mating parts so that things would fit better in production. The team also worked
together to reduce the number of unique fasteners used on the product assembly by
approximately 70%. Everyone looked for ways to incorporate existing parts and existing
tools used on other programs to reduce development time and improve the learning
curve in production. The team also found a way to automate portions of the assembly
process to save time in production and improve quality. Many of the producibility
improvements required the design team to perform additional analysis, but the program
leadership was committed to making sure it was designed right the first time so they
funded this extra effort.
In addition to the effort to design a more producible product, the team
investigated how to design a more efficient work station for the technicians. As a
creative approach, the program had a competition where people broke up into teams
and created a new work station, and got technicians involved to get their insight and
opinions. This competition allowed the program to take the best features from each
team involved in the competition and create a workstation that would enable the
technicians to quickly and efficiently produce the products for Program B.
As shown, Program B embraced the IPT structure. Everyone was involved in the
process, and everyone had a say in the design decisions. The people involved in
Program B during this time mentioned time and again that this was their favorite
program at Company X. Everyone really enjoyed their time on the program, and they
made great strides in designing for cost and producibility.
Unfortunately, after a period of time, the funding for Program B was cut off. The
team was still working on the development process when the funding was stopped. The
design effort was almost done, but the team did not have time to document all of the
decisions, finish peer reviews, and finish transition to production work. Everyone was
moved to other programs and the program sat dormant for about three years. Figure 9
summarizes the key points on the development phase of Program B.
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Key Points on the Development Phase
* Cost was a real requirement
* True IPTs existed
" Compressed schedule led to concurrent engineering
* Utilized prototypes, digital design tools, and DFMA methods to improve
producibility and cost
" The funding stopped before the team completely finished the development
process
Figure 9: Key Points on the Development Phase of Program B

4.3.2 Production Phase
When the funding started again, Program B went almost straight into high rate
production. No LRIP was planned. A whole new team of people joined the program and
had the task to quickly pick up where the development team had left off, complete the
designs, and jump into full rate production. This was a very difficult task. The new
Company X representatives and the suppliers had to get up to speed on the program.
People assumed that designs were complete and did not realize they were missing
some of the documentation on design decisions. During the lull, suppliers misplaced or
damaged tooling for the new manufacturing methods mentioned above. All of this led to
a difficult transition into production. This, coupled with the fact that it was a high rate
production, made the early stages of production very difficult.
The production team is still co-located and works together. Program B also
utilizes the team of five organization mentioned previously, in which representatives
from design engineering, manufacturing, quality, supply chain, and program
management work together to execute the program. The team of five is located next to
the production line, which improves response time for issues that arise in production.
They have daily meetings to communicate program status, but they also communicate
throughout the day since they are co-located. The team is empowered to express
different points of view and work together to make final decisions.
In the first year of production, Program B experienced many issues. These
issues could be traced back to decisions that were made in the development process. In
one example, there were loose fasteners within the assembly. A root cause analysis
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found that a fastener stack-up analysis was not performed in this area because the
design team did not have time or budget to complete the analysis in that area. Because
an analysis was not performed, the fasteners were not the proper length for the
assembly, and they were unable to be torqued properly. This issue caused the
production units to have to be disassembled, fixed, and reassembled. This cost the
program money and delayed production. In another example, there was an area that
required a blind mate installation, which is not good for producibility. The technician
could not see the mate and was unable to perform the mate properly. Testing showed
that the connection was not right. These units also had to be fixed in production, costing
time and money. The supplier issues also caused quality issues and delays. All of these
quality issues, among others, caused the team of five to determine that the production
line needed to be stopped so that the team could determine what was going on before
producing more units. A line stop on a high rate line is expensive, but the leadership
team determined that this was the best step to stop the quality issues.
During the line stop, experts from around the company reviewed the entire
production process. They found issues with manufacturing plans and the design. It was
also discovered that at times, the independent review step was skipped all together in
development to save time and cost, which likely would have found some of the design
issues that were discovered in production. After the line stop and all of the corrective
action was complete, the production team had to get back to work. They still had to
deliver the product on time so they had to reduce the period of performance, just like in
Program A.
One lesson learned that came up in multiple interviews was the importance of
LRIP. As discussed in Chapter 2, DoD programs typically start with LRIP and then
continue to full rate production. This program did not have an LRIP period or a large
amount of builds in development to simulate LRIP. LRIP is designed to find and fix
issues related to design or process inefficiencies before full rate production begins.
Program B could have benefitted from this step. It would have made the design issues
in production less painful. It is difficult to address issues when the production line is
running full speed, and issues are much more expensive to fix in full rate production.
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The build process for Program B is simple. It can be performed quickly if all goes
well. During the line stop, everyone worked together to find and fix inefficiencies in the
process. After the line stop, the team was able to double their output and get back on
track to deliver the products. It just took extra time and money to stop and fix the issues
that could have been avoided with the right decisions in the development process.
Figure 10 summarizes the key points for the production phase of Program B.

Key Points on the Production Phase
" After a three year delay, the program started again and went straight into full
rate production
o No one was ready to enter the high rate production after the lull
" The production line experienced many issues that could be traced back to
decisions made in the development process
" The production line had to be stopped to address all of the quality issues
" The Team of Five is utilized to ensure representatives from all organizations
have a voice in program decisions
Figure 10: Key Points on the Production Phase of Program B

4.4

Summary of Best Practices around Company X
Company X is a successful defense contractor and has many best practices that

can be shared across the enterprise. In recent years, Company X has been investing
heavily in DFMA activities. The enterprise has a DFMA team that is working to develop
standard processes and tools for DFMA activities. Each business unit of Company X
has representatives that work with the enterprise team. Company X is even trying to
incorporate DFMA workshops into BOEs to ensure that they are funded and performed
on programs. These DFMA workshops are intended to be one day events where multifunctional teams come together to review a design against a set of DFMA principles
similar to those listed in Section 3.2. Initial estimates show the average cost savings per
workshop is 30% in some business units. One business unit has gone from performing
about five DFMA workshops per year to 100 per year over the last two years. To help
make this happen, the leader of one design engineering discipline mandated that
everyone in his organization perform one DFMA workshop in a year through their
performance management system. This is a big cultural shift and an important first step
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to encourage design engineers to think about manufacturing in their design process.
One downfall of the DFMA process is that there is no requirement to follow through with
the results of the workshops. The only requirement is to actually perform the workshops.
Along with the DFMA workshops, Company X has invested heavily in digital
design methods. The company has established immersive design centers that allow
development teams to meet in one place with large screens and 3D visualization. In the
immersive design center, teams can view 3D drawings of products and the production
floor. These immersive design centers have opened many new opportunities in the
product development process. Cross functional teams can meet in the immersive
design center and review drawings together. The large, 3D view of the product makes it
easy for everyone to visualize what the product looks like. This is especially critical
when bringing in the manufacturing engineers, tool engineers, and technicians. Since
they did not design the product, it is easier for them to see the design features when
they are in a room with the design engineers and reviewing a 3D model of the part
together. In one example, we attended a review with design, manufacturing, and tool
engineers. In this review, the design engineers first showed everyone the model of the
part and explained the important design features and areas of concern for tooling and
manufacturing. Then tool engineers showed a variety of tool options that could be used
to ensure that the product was built to the design specifications. Then manufacturing
engineers commented on what may or may not be difficult in the build process with the
design and tool options available. In a matter of a day, the team had a long list of ideas
to improve the design and build process.
The immersive design center also has the capability to model the manufacturing
floor and test manufacturing processes. Engineers can upload 3D models of the product
and put them inside the manufacturing process to see how products flow through the
factory. This feature has been used to make sure that large products can flow through
the factory without issue. Participants can even put on a suit and simulate building a
product. This feature has been used to create training videos for difficult builds. The
immersive design center has many features that can help reduce cost and improve
producibility. Currently using the immersive design center is not a requirement of the
product development process; individual programs decide whether or not they want to
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hold reviews there. There is an opportunity to utilize the immersive design center in a
standard way to ensure that all programs experience the cost and producibility benefits
it offers.
The team of five concept mentioned in the Program A and B case studies is a
relatively new practice within Company X. When programs utilize the team of five,
people from different functions work together to ensure that decisions are made with
everyone in mind. Without the team of five, it is possible for decisions to be made based
on only one function's needs. For example, design engineering may make a decision for
performance that negatively affects the producibility of a product. The team of five is
used in many production programs at Company X, but it is not widely used in the
development process. In development, it is just as important to have everyone
represented in decision making as it is in production.
In development, some programs have utilized the IPT structure to encourage
cross functional collaboration, similar to the team of five approach used in production.
As shown in the case studies, these IPTs have various levels of success and IPT does
not always mean a true IPT. When true IPTs are involved in development, Company X
has seen positive results. This is apparent in Program B and many of their early
successes. When IPTs do exist, the manufacturing engineers involved early in
development now have the option to use the New Product Introduction handbook
mentioned in Section 2.3. This handbook provides a guide for the manufacturing
engineers on what to do and when during the development process. It also includes
tools the manufacturing engineer can use to communicate manufacturing needs and
status. These tools include how to make a schedule for prototype builds, how to identify
producibility opportunities, how to design to cost, how to do touch time assessments,
and how to perform MRL assessments. Manufacturing engineers that have used these
tools say they are invaluable in the development process. With the tools, they are able
to properly communicate status and help design engineers understand what is
important to the factory. As of now, this tool is available to everyone, but there is no
requirement to use it.
At a higher level than the New Product Introduction handbook, the development
teams also have the option to use a roadmap to the production gate. This roadmap
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provides a list of tasks that must be done at each gate to ensure that the product is
ready for the production gate. If everything on the list is checked off, it should be easy to
approve the program for production and close that gate. This roadmap allows
development teams to look forward and think about the production gate, even in the
early stages of development. The roadmap contains high level tasks and the handbook
provides deeper guidance on how to perform these tasks.
Company X has developed some programs internally with cost and producibility
success. In these programs, Company X has talked to their customer to determine their
needs and then developed a product that would meet those needs with the hope the
customer would later buy the product. When Company X performs their own
development, they have more flexibility to make decisions. These internally funded
projects are typically cheaper than a DoD funded development project because they do
not have to follow all of the government required steps. In these successful internally
funded development programs, the teams focused on using common parts and
commercially available parts to reduce the development time and ensure that solutions
were producible.
In interviews, we asked people what best practices they had experienced related
to design for producibility and cost. Many people, from both design and manufacturing
engineering, said that having engineers build parts was critical to the success of a
program. If design engineers build the product and see the difficulties themselves, they
are more driven to make changes for producibility. Some programs went out to the
factory and asked for their capabilities and then worked to design to those capabilities.
One program kept many members of the development team through the transition to
production to ensure that knowledge stayed on the program during that transition. Many
people said that a long LRIP process helps programs fix most of the issues before full
rate production. Finally people encouraged independent reviews to make sure nothing
was missing before finalizing the designs.
It is apparent that Company X knows how to design for manufacturing and cost.
The best practices mentioned in this chapter are summarized below in Figure 11. Many
of the best practices around Company X are also discussed in Chapter 3. One of
Company X's biggest issues is that every program is different. If the DoD funds a
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project, the DoD decides what is paid for and what is not. If the DoD does not pay for
prototype builds, DFMA workshops, or even manufacturing engineering involvement up
front, these things will likely not happen in the development process unless Company X
decides to fund those activities itself. When the program is funded by the DoD on a cost
reimbursement contract, Company X is not incentivized to fund these activities on its
own. Because the development process is tailorable, program leadership can decide
what activities they do and do not want to do. The government processes and company
processes allow variation in development programs, which can make the spread of best
practices more difficult.

"
*
*
"
*
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Best Practices around Company X
Perform DFMA workshops
Utilize digital design methods
Apply the Team of Five structure
Organize into true IPTs
Utilize the New Product Introduction Handbook
Utilize the roadmap to the production gate
Use common parts/commercially available parts
Allow design engineers to build parts
Keep a core team of people from phase to phase
Design to manufacturing capabilities
Perform independent reviews
Perform LRIP before full rate production
Figure 11: Best Practices around Company X

4.5

Summary of Internal Current State
Company X has a wide variety of methods with a wide variety of results for

dealing with designing for producibility and cost. Company X does have a product
development process that it follows, but the fact that it is tailorable means that every
program is run differently. The end results of a program related to producibility and cost
are highly dependent upon the program leadership, the program customer, and the
people on the team. Company X has been trying to improve their performance in
producibility and cost with some success. There are multiple best practices found
around the company. To ensure success across all of Company X, these best practices
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need to be applied to all programs, not just when the leadership or customer says they
should be.
The key findings from the case studies are shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 and
Figure 14 document the major decisions of Program A and B, respectively, along with
the effects of those decisions. These findings will drive the recommendations and
conclusions found in Chapter 7. Many of these findings are not unique to Company X.
For example, many technology based companies have a strong design engineering
culture to help drive the technological innovations. Silos exist in many organizations
across many industries. Other defense contractors have said they reduce funding and
reduce focus on producibility efforts when costs begin to rise [7]. Any company that
experiences the issues found in the figures below will be able to take the
recommendations in Chapter 7 and apply them to improve their product development
process.

"
"
"
"
"
"

Key Findings in the Case Studies
Company X has a strong design engineering culture
Silos exist
The programs studied started with a focus on balancing cost, producibility,
and performance, but as issues arose, the focus shifted to performance
People who start a program aren't responsible to finish it
Design decisions aren't always well documented
Funding does not always allow manufacturing involvement early in the
development process
Figure 12: Key Findings from the Case Studies
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Decision
Bring in new team of people for each
phase
Allow design revision scope to grow
larger than planned

Effect
Disconnect between program phases
Delay the schedule to integrate the new
changes and add risk to the design
because these changes require new tests
Delay program schedule later to fix issues
associated with missed steps
Delay program schedule to fix
qualification failures
Increase program cost

Tailor out some standard design/analysis
steps to save cost
Assume the product will pass qualification
tests
Allow change in scope from DoD, even
with the fixed price contract
Increase product cost and reduce
After qualification failures, focus on
producibility
performance only
Figure 13: Decisions and Effects from Program A

Effect
Production stopped to address issues
associated with missed steps
Design was not ready to enter production
when the funding started again
Many issues were found when production
started, and they were harder to fix in the
full rate production environment
The build process is simple and quick
Utilize real IPTs and focus on balancing
when all goes well
cost, producibility, and performance
Figure 14: Decisions and Effects from Program B
Decision
Tailor out some standard design/analysis
steps to save cost
Cut funding before development is
complete
No planned LRIP

The original hypothesis in Chapter 1 stated that these development programs
focus almost exclusively on performance until it comes time to transition to production.
The two programs studied show that is not true. Both programs started with a focus on
balancing cost, producibility, and performance, but as issues arose, the focus shifted
back to performance. Company X must look for ways to keep the focus on balancing
cost, producibility, and performance when issues do arise.
The second hypothesis stated that being a government contractor makes it hard
to change processes and perform like commercial companies. The Program A case
study shows some of the difficulties of working with the government. The DoD
demanded expensive changes to the program, like not allowing die cast parts, and
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Company X had to follow those requirements. Program B had more freedom to try new
processes, like concurrent engineering work, because it was not following the typical
DoD acquisition process.
The final hypothesis in Chapter 1 says that the organizational structure at
Company X creates a silo between design and manufacturing engineering. This silo is
visible in the case studies. The case studies did show examples of design engineering
and manufacturing engineering working together in the IPT structure, but they also
showed examples of the silo between the organizations. This is particularly apparent in
the Program A case study after the qualification failures.

5.0 External Case Study
The external case study examines Toyota's product development process. We
chose Toyota for the external case study because it has proven that it can develop high
performing products, that are also producible, faster than its competitors [9]. Toyota
makes automobiles, which may not be as complex or push the edge of advanced
technology as weapons systems do, but Toyota has many best practices that complex
and advanced technology system designers can learn from. Many of these are
discussed in Chapter 3. This case study is performed using existing literature available.
The case study is a high level overview of Toyota's product development process.
Toyota utilizes set based concurrent engineering. In set based design, the
development team analyzes sets of possible design solutions and iterates those sets
until coming to a final design solution. In concurrent engineering, all stakeholders work
on developing solutions at the same time instead of one team after another. With set
based concurrent engineering, Toyota can analyze more design solutions than their
competitors at a faster rate. This allows them to design better solutions for their
customers and get them to market faster. In order to down select the sets, the teams
work together to remove solutions that either do not work for design or do not work for
manufacturing. Eventually the teams converge on one solution that works for both
design and manufacturing [19].
In order to properly perform the set based concurrent engineering design, Toyota
engineers must be able to communicate well. Each engineering team has a checklist
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that summarizes their known capabilities and constraints. These checklists cover
everything from manufacturing guidelines to government requirements. As long as the
teams stay within the engineering checklists, the sets of design solutions should work. If
teams cannot stay within these engineering checklists, the teams must meet to
determine a path forward. As things change, these checklists are updated to ensure that
the best information is shared across teams. This documentation allows teams to work
separately while still satisfying each function's needs. They also allow teams to perform
development work faster because they are not starting from scratch. Finally the
checklists encourage learning from program to program and function to function [19].
To ensure that every function is satisfied with a design, Toyota holds gate
reviews. Every function is required to participate in the gate reviews. As solution sets
are down selected, teams must stay within those narrowed sets so that concurrent
engineering can continue. During these meetings, teams can use their checklists to
verify that the information presented meets their requirements [19] [9].
The program leadership is a critical part of Toyota's product development
process. Each new program is led by a chief engineer who is committed to the program
from early concept through launch. This chief engineer typically has a technical
background and years of design experience. The chief engineer is responsible for every
aspect of the program. He is held accountable for what happens in development as well
as production. He must ensure that all of the functions are integrated to create the best
system level design [29].
Toyota has a matrix organization. Each person reports up through their functional
organization but is assigned to work on a program at various times. Therefore the
functional representatives do not report directly to the chief engineer, but he is
responsible for the outcome of their work. Sometimes functional managers must
intervene on behalf of their functional representatives to make sure the chief engineer
does not make a bad decision. This system ensures the best quality cars that satisfy all
of the functions [29].
Within these functions, there are many experts. Toyota ensures that their
managers are experts in their function so that they can teach their employees. Toyota
engineers also tend to stay in one place rather than move around the company. This
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allows people to develop a deep knowledge of their function and what others need from
their function [29].
The last critical part of Toyota's process we will discuss is prototypes. Toyota
builds more prototypes than their competitors do. With all of these prototypes, they can
test those set based solutions and use the results to find better solutions. These
prototypes start in the early phases of development with clay models and progress until
production trials begin. Prototypes are built at the component level and the system level.
After prototypes are complete and before the start of production, Toyota runs production
trials. In these trials, they send full vehicles down the production line to verify that
everything will work in the production system. This allows them to catch any issues and
update designs for producibility and cost improvements before entering full rate
production [9].

6.0 Gap Analysis
This chapter begins with an explanation of the target state for Company X. The
chapter then reviews the organizational and process gaps that exist between the current
state and the target state. This section also performs a cause and effect analysis of
implementing the best practices found around Company X, at Toyota, and in Chapter 3.

6.1 Target State
The target state for Company X is one that balances cost, performance, and
producibility requirements from the start of a new program. In this target state, design
engineering and manufacturing engineering perform work concurrently in true IPTs from
the beginning of a program. The DoD would fund this early involvement by requiring
compliance to the AS6500 requirements. The program leadership would have a guiding
vision for the program that encompasses the program requirements throughout the life
cycle of the program to avoid making decisions that only help get to the next phase of
the acquisition process. The design and manufacturing engineering teams would use
documented standards, digital design reviews, and DFMA activities to ensure that
products meet performance and manufacturing needs. Even when issues arise, the
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programs still work to balance cost, performance, and producibility requirements to
ensure that programs are successful in the long term.

6.2 Organizational Gaps
One of the biggest gaps that exists at Company X is the disconnect between
organizations during development, particularly between design and manufacturing
engineering. Design engineering and manufacturing engineering are two separate
organizations with two separate vice presidents. These organizations have different
goals and visions of what the end product should be. Design engineering wants the
design to have the best performance possible. Manufacturing engineering wants the
design to be as producible as possible. At times, these two visions can cause conflict.
Because Company X is a technology company that has built its competitive advantage
on superior product performance, design engineering often "wins" the arguments in
development. In interviews, many people said that development is run by design
engineering, and design engineers always get what they want. As shown in the case
studies, sometimes these silos can be bridged with the right program manager, the right
vision on a program, and the right organizational structure on a program. This takes
effort, vision, and the right people to make sure that functions do work together. Even if
a program starts with true IPTs, these IPTs can disappear as issues arise. There is not
an official process to connect the functions together in all programs at all times.
In production, Company X is moving toward having the team of five on every
program. Again the team of five is similar to an IPT in that it brings together
representatives from multiple functions and ensures that everyone has a voice. This
process is also highly dependent on having the right program manager and the right
team to make sure the process works as designed and allows everyone to have a voice
in program issues or changes.
In addition to the silos between functions at Company X, there are silos between
programs. Programs typically work on their own, and there is little communication
between programs. Without connections between programs, there are no opportunities
to share lessons learned and best practices across programs. Some people said that
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customers would actually tell them what other programs were doing if they saw that two
programs were investigating the same issue at the same time.
The development process phases also cause a divide between teams. People
tend to pick a phase of the acquisition process and stick with that for their career. For
example, people work risk reduction, EMD, or production. This means that people are
focused on one phase of the program only, and then leave before the results are seen
in the next phase. There is not a feedback loop between these teams to make sure
lessons learned are shared so that issues can be prevented in the future. No one owns
the design from concept through production. Because the DoD awards work in phases,
people tend to only look toward the next phase of the program instead of the final phase
of production.
Because Company X is a defense contractor, much of their work is dependent on
the DoD's decisions. If the DoD adds AS6500 to contracts, Company X will make sure
to follow the requirements. If the DoD does not fund manufacturing involvement early on
in the program, manufacturing engineering will not be involved in the development of a
program. The DoD's requirements change from program to program and add to the
variability that Company X sees across programs.

6.3 Process Gaps
Company X has an official product development process, but it is tailorable. At
this time, program leaders have the option to completely tailor out manufacturing
development tasks. Therefore, it is not always standard to have manufacturing
involvement on development programs; it depends on the program manager and the
contract language.
Even when manufacturing is involved in the development of a program, the
experience is different depending on who the manufacturing engineers are. There are
guidelines that the manufacturing engineers can use, but there are no standards that
they must follow. Without standards, participation provides varying results, and it is
difficult for new engineers to learn how to participate in product development.
As previously discussed, DFMA workshops are becoming more popular across
Company X. These workshops are providing a valuable opportunity for teams to come
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together and develop ideas for producibility and cost. The issue is that there is no
requirement to follow through with the results. The functional managers have said their
teams should perform DFMA activities, but the program managers have not committed
to following through with the results. Program managers must pay for the changes to be
made, and often times, they do not; as a result, ideas sit in a list after the workshop.
Sometimes the program may later decide to do a DFMA workshop because it cannot
meet the cost or producibility requirements, and then people come up with an all new
list at that time because they either do not know that a team did a DFMA workshop
previously or they do not know where the results are.
Along with the DFMA workshops, digital design reviews are becoming popular
across Company X. These allow cross functional teams to come together and review
designs in a 3D virtual environment. They have shown good results for multiple
programs, but again, there are no standards or requirements around using the virtual
environment.
During the design process, engineers tend to start from a "clean sheet". Design
decisions are then made and the why behind those decisions is not always
documented. Many times these design decisions are based on the knowledge a single
engineer has and do not take into account the producibility and cost needs of a
program. Design and manufacturing guidelines do exist within Company X, but they are
not widely used. Factory capability lists exist within Company X, but they are not widely
used either, and they have not been updated in years. Because design decisions are
not always well documented, and guidelines are not widely used, it is difficult for
changes to be made later. New engineers have to rely on more experienced engineers
to help them get a new design started. Most design engineers do not know the factory
capabilities so they just design to meet the best performance possible.

6.4 Cause and Effect Analysis of Best Practices
If DFMA activities were performed on every program and the results were
implemented, Company X should see improved producibility and better cost on each
program. Workshops at Company X have already proven that they can save the
company money and improve producibility. One team created 38 actionable ideas,
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closed 35 ideas, and implemented 23 ideas. These ideas increased performance,
eliminated parts, simplified the build process, and decreased assembly time. Another
team re-designed a part to eliminate structural failures while also improving the
assembly process and saving part costs. These examples, and many others, prove that
Company X can have success by performing DFMA activities and implementing the
results. Implementing the results is the critical piece that is currently missing on some
programs.
Increasing the use of digital design reviews and adding standards behind them
would improve producibility, decrease cost, and encourage cross functional behavior.
Leaders of the digital design reviews have noted how engaged people are in the
immersive design center versus in a standard conference room. People pay more
attention because they are truly immersed in the design. People also appear to ask
more questions and make more comments, likely because it is easy to walk up and
point to things on the screen in this type of environment. The immersive design center
currently does not have any metrics showing how much cost is saved per design
review, but results that are implemented do show cost and producibility improvements.
As previously mentioned, it is up to the program leadership whether or not they use this
immersive environment. If there was a task added to the product development process
requiring digital design reviews at the right time for maximum effect, programs would
likely see improved cross functional efforts, improved producibility, and decreased cost.
Previous sections have mentioned that integrated teams are a key part of
successful product development. IPTs and the team of five process have helped
improve cross functional coordination on programs in development and production at
Company X. Not all programs use these organizational structures. In development
programs that used the IPT structure properly (meaning a true IPT with cross functional
members, typically co-located), the team members were happier and created better
designs for producibility and cost. The IPTs seemed to disappear as issues arose.
When the IPTs became design teams focused on performance, cost and producibility
suffered. If the IPTs stay together throughout the process, even when issues arise,
teams could better balance cost, producibility, and performance.
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Right now most programs start from a "clean sheet". Design and manufacturing
engineers typically are not utilizing checklists or guidelines to perform their work in
development. Each engineer does things based on his/her knowledge and experience.
There is no standard work process. New Company X engineers must rely on more
experienced engineers to learn the steps that must be completed to do their work.
Toyota has proven that it can design cars faster, increase knowledge, and create more
producible designs using their design checklists [29]. Pratt & Whitney reduced their
development time and cost by introducing engineering standard work [22]. GE Aviation
implemented a manufacturing capability database to help design engineers understand
what the manufacturing capabilities were so they could design to those [23]. These
documentation steps help engineers learn faster, develop products faster, and create
more producible designs. Pratt & Whitney, GE Aviation, and Toyota have shown
positive results with this. Company X could see the same positive results.
Most work at Company X is broken into phases. People tend to work only one
phase of the program. Even program leaders change from phase to phase. This is
partially because the DoD divides programs into phases and only approves programs in
phases. This means that there is often a gap between phases. During this time, there is
no funding for people to stay on a program so they must move to new programs. People
stick to one phase of the program because they become familiar with that phase of work
and it becomes their area of expertise over time. Because all of the people change from
phase to phase, knowledge is lost between phases. In early phases, the focus of a
program is to get to the next phase, not necessarily to get to production. In DoD
contracts, winning the next phase requires first and foremost having a high performing
product. Because of this, the early phase focus is creating a product with high
performance, not necessarily balancing cost, performance, and producibility. When a
program finally enters production, sometimes ten years later, it is difficult to build and
costs more to build than expected. If the focus shifted early on to balance cost,
performance, and producibility, production issues could be avoided later in the process.
This has been shown to work on programs at Company X that made sure a core group
of people stayed on the program from phase to phase to transfer knowledge. The focus
on producibility and cost must start early because early design decisions determine
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around 80% of the cost of a program [26]. Toyota has solved the issue of balancing
cost, performance, and producibility early on by implementing their chief engineer
position. When a person is selected to be the chief engineer of a program, he is
expected to stay on the program from early concept phase through the start of
production. He is responsible for everything that happens. Because he is responsible,
he makes sure that all decisions incorporate a system level view from concept through
production [19]. The development process at Company X is long. The two programs
studied had development cycles that spanned almost 10 years. This would make it
difficult to have a leader that stays on the program from concept phase through
production launch.
Set based concurrent engineering is a best practice from Toyota. Set based
concurrent engineering allows Toyota to develop designs that are better optimized than
their competitors and allows them to make changes later in the process for suppliers,
customers, or manufacturing [19]. Set based design is more difficult in the DoD
acquisition environment. The DoD has its own expectations and guidelines that drive
the development process. The systems are very complex and at times it can be difficult
to design one system that can meet performance requirements, much less a set of
options to meet the requirements. Concurrent engineering, on the other hand, is
possible within the DoD environment. With a true IPT, Company X can accomplish
concurrent engineering during development by providing a voice for all functions in
development phases.
Another best practice is building prototypes. In interviews, people have said that
actually building products is the best way to learn how things fit together. Toyota builds
more prototypes than their competitors and uses those to learn and update designs as
necessary for producibility [19]. The Manufacturing Vision Group also recommends
prototypes to improve producibility of new programs [21]. Company X does build
prototypes when possible. Sometimes this is difficult because products are so large and
expensive. It is easier for Company X to build multiple prototypes when the DoD
requests and pays for it or if the program is low cost.
In addition to building prototypes, it is helpful to test the product on a real
production line before starting full rate production. Most DoD programs have an LRIP
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phase that allows companies to do just that. Toyota also uses this practice to ensure
that their vehicles fit the production line. Program B did not have an LRIP phase in their
development cycle. As a result, when the product entered full rate production, all of the
producibility issues were found when the line was supposed to be running at full speed.
It would have benefited the program to have an LRIP phase to learn these lessons
before moving forward.
Figure 15 summarizes the best practices listed in this chapter and their expected
benefits. Most of the documented best practices could create multiple benefits for
Company X, as well as other companies that implement these best practices in their
product development process. These best practices lay the foundation for the
recommendations and conclusions listed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 15: Expected Benefits of Best Practices
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7.0 Recommendations and Conclusions
After reviewing the results of the case studies, reviewing the best practices, and
analyzing the gaps between the current state and the best practices, we identify five
priority recommendations for Company X to focus on. These are:

1.

Implement True IPTs

2. Simulate Toyota's Chief Engineer Position
3. Incorporate Design Playbooks/Checklists
4. Apply AS6500 to All Programs
5. Develop a Closed Loop System for Producibility Efforts

These five recommendations are selected because they can be implemented relatively
easily in the near term. These are also items that already exist in pockets within
Company X so people are familiar with them. Each recommendation can be linked to
one or more key finding from the case studies. These relationships are illustrated in
Figure 16. This section will step through each of these recommendations in depth,
explaining why they are important, the literature review behind them, and the expected
outcome of implementing them.

Recommendations
Strong design engineering culture
Silos exist
The programs studied started with a
focus on balancing cost, producibility,
and performance, but as issues arose,
the focus shifted to performance
People who start a program aren't
responsible to finish it

-Implement
/(IPTS)

true

Integrated

Simulate Toyota's

Product Teams

Chief Engineer position

Incorporate playbooks/checklists similar
to Toyota

Design decisions aren't always well
documented

Apply AS6500 requirements to all
programs

Funding does not always allow
manufacturing involvement early in
the development process

Develop a closed loop system for
producibilityefforts

Figure 16: Relationship between Key Findings and Recommendations
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Other defense contractors and technology companies facing similar cost
overruns, schedule overruns, and manufacturing issues could take these
recommendations and apply them at their companies. These recommendations are
written such that they can be applied at any company struggling with balancing cost,
performance, and producibility requirements in their product development process.

7.1 Implement True Integrated Product Teams (IPTs)
Company X uses IPTs in development, but they are not always true IPTs. A true
IPT is a "multidisciplinary group of people who are collectively responsible for delivering
a defined product or process" [34]. IPTs are a best practice in many articles within our
literature review. Successful product development requires integration and expertise
from multiple disciplines [15] [35] [8] [28]. No one person or discipline can know
everything there is to know about design requirements, producibility requirements, cost
requirements, and everything else that goes into the product development process. If
used properly, IPTs can create lower cost products faster than the traditional product
development process where a designer designs the product and then hands it off to
manufacturing to figure out how to build it [8].
As discussed in the case studies, Company X does utilize IPTs in development
programs. Sometimes these IPTs are true IPTs with a cross functional team of people
working together to create products that meet performance, cost, and producibility
requirements. At other times, these teams are not true IPTs. They are teams of
mechanical engineers or manufacturing engineers working on their portion of the
product development process. The case studies found that employees that worked on
the programs during the true IPT phases had higher morale and felt better about the
results of their work. Everyone was working toward a common goal, and people felt like
their voice was heard. In Program A, the IPTs disappeared as issues arose. The
program focus shifted to making a product that met performance requirements, no
matter what effect that had on production or cost. As the product entered production, it
was hard to make and cost more than the plan. if IPTs had stayed intact during the
redesign efforts, some of these production issues likely could have been prevented.
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Company X has the processes in place to have an IPT structure on new
programs. The challenge is keeping the focus on balancing cost, performance, and
producibility when issues do arise and the program starts to fall behind schedule.
Company leadership must commit to keeping the IPT structure in place, even when
programs are behind. If IPTs stay in place throughout the development process,
employees will be happier, and programs will perform better overall. Figure 17
summarizes why implementing true IPTs is important, the literature review behind the
recommendation, and the expected benefits.

Why

Literature Review

Expected Benefits

True IPTs help develop a
product that meets all
requirements for performance,
cost, and producibility

If manufacturing doesn't start
their work until after design
releases a drawing, the
development process will be
longer [8]

Faster development
cycles

True IPTs existed on both
programs studied early on,
and people were happy

Cross functional teams are
the best way to develop a
good design [15]

Higher morale

Later on in the programs the
"IPTs" were teams of one
discipline, causing a silo effect

If a company tries to improve
producibility without changing
the organization, they likely
won't succeed [8]

Set stage for
concurrent
engineering

True IPTs allow everyone to
have a voice in the design
process

Effective product
development requires
integration [28]

Better quality
products that are
easier to produce
and more
affordable

Figure 17: Summary of Implementing True IPTs

7.2 Simulate Toyota's Chief Engineer Position
The Toyota chief engineer is totally responsible for a program from the early
concept phase through product launch. Because he is fully responsible for the program
from development through production, he must balance the needs of production and
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development. A leader with this complete responsibility is the best way to ensure that
work is integrated across departments [29].
Company X has separate development teams and production teams. There is
not one individual owner from concept to production. The people typically only work
development or production so no one is familiar with the issues that each team faces in
the different phases. When issues do come up in production, there is no feedback loop
back to the development team so they can prevent similar issues in the future. The
development cycle is too long to duplicate the chief engineer role at Company X, but it
can be simulated through incentives, goals, and program vision statements.
A literature review shows that programs need a vision that covers the entire life
cycle of the project [18] [21] [28] [15]. In order to be successful, a team must be held
accountable for the success or failure of a project [28]. Because the development cycle
is so long at Company X, it is too difficult to grade people's work performance on the
outcome of a project that could be years from completion. To simulate the
accountability, Company X needs to create a guiding vision that holds people
accountable for balancing producibility, cost, and performance from the early concept
phase through production. The program manager, and the employees on the program,
have to be held accountable for all of these metrics, not just performance, in the early
stages of a program. People are driven by reward and incentive mechanisms [36].
According to case study interviews, program managers are typically focused only on the
phase of the program they are in, and they create metrics to match that phase. In the
early stages, that means developing a product that meets performance requirements. At
times, these groups do not even have manufacturing representation. Program
managers must create a vision and corresponding goals to ensure that the team is
balancing cost, performance, and producibility from early concept through production.
Right now, design engineers at Company X are incentivized to design the most
robust solutions for performance. They are graded on their technical solutions, not their
ability to create solutions that balance cost, performance, and producibility. Because
design engineers are rewarded for developing robust technical solutions, that is what
they work on. To change this pattern, design engineers must be held accountable for
the performance, producibility, and cost of the product.
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Because people tend to work only in one phase of development, they are
typically working on a different program when production issues are discovered. As
previously stated, there are no feedback loops between the phases. Feedback loops
need to be created so that if issues do arise in production, people that work in
development learn about the issues. These development team members must then be
held accountable to prevent similar issues from happening in the future.
Toyota is able to ensure an integrated, system level view of a program through
its chief engineer position. Company X can simulate this by creating a program vision
that covers concept through production and holding the team accountable for cost,
producibility, and performance. Figure 18 summarizes why simulating Toyota's chief
engineer position is important, the literature review behind the recommendation, and the
expected benefits.

Why

Literature Review

Expected Benefits

The Toyota Chief Engineer is
totally responsible for the
entire car from early concept
phase to launch

A team must be held
accountable for the success
or failure of the project [28]

Better integrated
products

At Company X, there are
separate development teams
and production teams so there
isn't one individual owner from
concept to production

A team needs a project
charter with clear,
measureable meaning that
applies to the entire lifecycle
of the project [28]

More incentive to
design for the life
cycle of a product,
not just a stage of
the life cycle

The development cycle is too
long to duplicate the role at
Company X, but it can be
simulated through incentives,
goals, and program vision
statements
Figure 18: Summary of

A leader with complete
responsibility over a product
is the best way to ensure
work is integrated across
departments [29]

Less schedule and
cost overruns

Simulating Toyota's Chief Engineer Position

7.3 Incorporate Design Playbooks/Checklists
Several companies have shown that they can develop products faster and
cheaper using standard work, design playbooks, and design checklists. Pratt & Whitney
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said they saved almost $4 for every $1 they spent on implementing standard work [22].
They also reduced the number of engineering changes needed after the initial design
was complete by 50% [22]. This saved cost and prevented schedule delays on new
programs.
Toyota uses design playbooks and checklists to streamline the design process.
Every part of the car has a checklist that illustrates what is acceptable for that part of the
car. This checklist includes acceptable design solutions and manufacturing constraints
and capabilities. The -engineers update this checklist as new ideas are developed and
new capabilities are established. At the beginning of each program, the engineers pull
out this checklist so they are not starting a new design from scratch. This helps facilitate
learning across the organization, and it helps Toyota create new products faster than
their competitors [29] [19].
Company X does have design guidelines, manufacturing guidelines, checklists,
and factory capability lists, but they are not widely used. In case study interviews,
people said they are difficult to use or not updated. Other people did not know they
existed. There is a team working to improve the design and manufacturing guidelines to
encourage wider use across the company. In order for these to be widely used, there
must be direction from leadership to use them. Each guideline and list must have an
owner who is responsible to ensure that it is updated. More guidelines should become
true requirements, rather than guidelines, to make sure common parts and processes
are used. If the guidelines or requirements cannot be met, engineers should explain
why not. Over time, using these guidelines, and eventually requirements, would become
another step in the process. Young engineers have said they would appreciate more
documented design guides to help them learn faster. These guidelines and lists would
also help facilitate cross functional learning and allow design engineers to know what
manufacturing needs and vice versa. If engineers are not starting from scratch each
time, the development process should be shorter. If design engineers are using
manufacturing guidelines and factory capability lists to develop their designs, the end
product should be more producible. Figure 19 summarizes why incorporating design
playbooks/checklists is important, the literature review behind the recommendation, and
the expected benefits.
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Why

Literature Review

Expected
Benefits

Toyota uses design and
manufacturing checklists for
every part of the car in product
development

Checklists contain information
on what is acceptable to each
area to encourage common
parts and processes [29]

More
knowledgeable
engineers

There are design guidelines,
design checklists, and factory
capability lists at Company X,
but they aren't widely used or
updated

Pratt & Whitney created
engineering standard work
and lessons learned
standards to improve their
development process [22]

Better quality
products that are
easier to produce
and more
affordable

Young engineers must rely on
the knowledge of more
experienced engineers to
make design decisions
Figure 19: Summary of

GE Aviation created and
maintains databases to
quantify their capabilities [23]

Faster design
cycles

Incorporating Design Playbooks/Checklists

7.4 Apply AS6500 Requirements to All Programs
AS6500 is a new SAE standard that the government has been writing into many
new DoD contracts. This standard requires a manufacturing management program
throughout the life cycle of a program. Without this standard applied to a program, there
is no requirement for manufacturing involvement in the development of a program.
Many case study participants said that the manufacturing budget was the first budget to
be cut in the early phases of development because there was no requirement for them
to be involved. AS6500 was developed because GAO studies found that without a
manufacturing requirement, many programs experienced schedule, cost, and quality
issues [7].
As we have stated multiple times throughout this thesis, it is a best practice to
have a manufacturing management program from the start of a program. Early design
decisions determine around 80% of the cost of a program, which includes overall
material and production costs [26]. Company X adheres to AS6500 requirements in
their development process when it is a requirement. Company X's official product
development process also includes all of the requirements stated within AS6500, but
they are often tailored out. If Company X starts following all of the requirements within
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AS6500, they should be able to create a better quality product, at a more affordable
cost, that is easier to produce. GAO studies show that government contractors who
manage their manufacturing risk, along with their technical risks, have better results in
the end [37]. Even if the government does not require this standard, Company X should
follow it to provide better results, which will likely correspond to better profits. If AS6500
is applied to every program, the manufacturing management process will become part
of the culture. Manufacturing will not get tailored out of the development process and
production lines will run smoother. Company X will also be able to bid on programs that
require AS6500 with strong proof that it can meet these new requirements. Figure 20
summarizes why applying AS6500 requirements to all programs is important, the
literature review behind the recommendation, and the expected benefits.

Why

Literature Review

Expected Benefits

AS6500 requires a
manufacturing management
program throughout a
program's life cycle

Government Accountability
Office (GAO) studies show
that contractors who manage
their manufacturing risk,
along with their technical
risk, have better results [37]

Better quality products
that are easier to
produce and more
affordable

Without AS6500, there isn't
a requirement for
manufacturing involvement
early in development

AS6500 was developed
because contractors had
manufacturing issues that
were causing cost and
schedule overruns [7]

Easier to bid on
programs that require
AS6500 because
Company X can prove
it can follow AS6500
requirements

If the standard is applied to
all programs, it will become
part of the culture

The government's Better
Buying Program requires
cost control throughout a
program's life cycle [30]

Better integrated
products

Figure 20: Summary of Applying AS6500 Requirements to All Programs

7.5 Develop a Closed Loop System for ProducibilityEfforts
As we have seen throughout this thesis, Company X has made great strides
toward more producibility efforts in recent years. Company X has significantly increased
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the number of DFMA workshops in the last year. This is partially because one design
engineering leader mandated that everyone in his organization perform one DFMA
workshop in a year through their performance management system. This is an excellent
first step in shifting the culture. The next step is creating a closure loop to address the
ideas that come out of these workshops. If Company X is going to pay people to
perform this work, there needs to be a requirement to do something with the ideas. The
first step should be tracking what happens to the ideas. Right now, the company only
tracks how many workshops are performed. The numbers are growing so everyone is
satisfied. If the results were tracked, and people start to see that some workshops
produce little to no changes after the fact, leaders will likely start changing the
requirements. The next step is to have a high level leader set a goal, which everyone is
graded on in the performance management system, to make sure that teams implement
the ideas from the workshops. A high level leader will need to mandate this for it to
happen because this requires integration between functions and programs.
Digital design reviews are another area of growth at Company X. More programs
are utilizing digital design reviews to encourage teams to come together and review
products for producibility. As previously discussed, these programs are showing positive
results. Right now, there is no requirement for programs to use the immersive design
center or digital design reviews. There is an opportunity to improve producibility across
programs if everyone uses digital design reviews, especially on high risk areas for
manufacturing. There is also an opportunity to create standard processes for digital
design reviews to help teams facilitate these reviews. These standard processes could
include who to invite to the review, when the review should be performed, and DFMA
checklists that can be used during the review. If programs had the requirement to use
the space and had processes available to make the reviews more productive, programs
would see better results related to producibility. Programs would also reduce cost and
teams would be better integrated. Figure 21 summarizes why developing a closed loop
system for producibility efforts is important, the literature review behind the
recommendation, and the expected benefits.
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Why

Literature Review

Expected
Benefits

Company X requires a certain
number of design for
manufacturing and assembly
(DFMA) workshops per year,
but there is no requirement to
follow through with the results

People are driven by reward
and incentive mechanisms they do what is required in
their performance
management plans, etc. [36]

More results will
come out of the
workshops and
more money will
be saved from the
workshops

Sometimes the results sit
untouched or people reinvent
the wheel over the course of a
program

Teams should utilize DFMA
tools early on to analyze
designs for ease of
manufacturing and assembly
[25]

Better quality
products that are
easier to produce
and more
affordable

More
Computer aided design and
knowledgeable
manufacturing tools help
engineers
create higher quality products
for less cost [26]
Figure 21: Summary of Developing a Closed Loop System for Producibility Efforts

Company X utilizes digital
design reviews, but there are
no requirements around them

8.0 Future Work
The DoD acquisition process plays a dominant role in Company X's product
development process. Because the DoD funds many development projects, especially
the large ones, Company X must follow the DoD's requirements. As a result, Company
X does the work that the government approves with the headcount the government
approves or Company X may lose profit. If the government does not fund producibility
activities, they likely will not happen. Another unique part of working with the DoD is that
programs are funded on a yearly basis. This means each year is an opportunity for the
funding to change. Programs lose the ability to do things like bundle buy parts to save
money. It is also difficult to plan future production. It would be interesting to investigate
ideas to change the government contracting process to allow contractors more freedom
in their product development process. This is easier said than done, of course, because
of the deep rooted history of the DoD acquisition process. The results of this study
would be seen at Company X and the other defense contractors. All defense
contractors face these issues with the DoD.
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At Company X, the design engineering team and manufacturing engineering
team are in two separate organizations under two separate vice presidents. There is
very little cross training between the two teams. People usually start in one organization
or another and stay there for their career. The fact that these are two separate
organizations causes a divide between the two teams. Often manufacturing engineers
are not even considered "engineering" because they are not under the engineering vice
president. GE Aviation also had design and manufacturing under two separate
organizations. They realized that having two separate organizations was not allowing
them to completely satisfy their customers. Their designs were not as high quality or as
producible as they needed to be. After they brought the two teams together into one
organization, they became more focused on creating a high quality, highly producible
product [23]. Research could be performed to investigate making this change at
Company X. The current fear is that manufacturing engineers will lose focus on the
production line if they are in a separate organization. Future work should be done to
investigate how to bring the two teams together while still satisfying the needs of
production.
The LGO 2018 research fellowship at Company X is planned to further
investigate the immersive design center process. This research will investigate exactly
where digital design reviews should take place in the process and what standard
process these digital design reviews should follow. This will give more depth to the
recommendation in Section 7.5 related to the development of a closed loop system for
producibility efforts.
Future research fellows or employees within Company X could further investigate
the remaining recommendations. Many of these recommendations can be tied back to
tailoring of the product development process. In the future, someone could go through
the product development process and add indications to the processes that should not
be tailored out if a program is focused on balancing cost, producibility, and
performance.
The schedule overruns, cost overruns, and manufacturing issues found at
Company X are also present at other defense contractors. These issues are why the
DoD is starting to include AS6500 requirements on contracts and moving toward fixed
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price contracts. The other defense contractors could take this research and apply the
recommendations at their companies to help reduce the schedule overruns, cost
overruns, and manufacturing issues.
Other technology companies face the strong design engineering culture and silo
effect found at Company X. These companies can also take the recommendations and
apply them at their companies to improve the coordination between manufacturing and
design engineering. Improving the coordination between these two organizations can
lead to better quality products that are more affordable and easier to produce.
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Appendix A: DoD Contract Overview
In general, DoD contracts fit into two categories: fixed price contracts and cost
reimbursement contracts. In fixed price contracts, the contractor is awarded a contract
for a set price. The contractor is paid that price, no matter what the costs are in the end.
Therefore, the contractor takes all of the risk related to the costs of that contract [4]. If
the contractor spends more than the planned costs, it cuts into their profit margin. Fixed
price contracts are typically used when costs are well understood.
In cost reimbursement contracts, also known as cost plus contracts, contractors
are awarded a contract, and they are paid for their actual costs plus a fee at the end of
the work. Cost reimbursement contracts are typically used when costs are unknown or
not well understood at the beginning of a project. In cost reimbursement contracts, the
government takes on the risk related to the costs of the contract [4].
Under each contract type, there are several sub categories. For example, there is
a firm fixed price contract, which provides a firm fixed price award, no matter what the
performance of the contractor is. There is also a fixed price incentive firm contract,
which gives a contractor more profit if it meets specific goals during the program. Cost
reimbursement contracts have similar categories. There is a cost plus incentive fee
contact which gives a contractor specific goals to meet to get a specific fee. Under a
cost plus fixed fee contract, the contractor gets reimbursed for their costs plus a specific
fee regardless of performance [38]. In this thesis, programs are labeled as cost
reimbursement or fixed price for simplicity.
Fixed price contracts are typically used when costs are well known or reliably
estimated, and cost reimbursement contracts are used when costs are not as well
understood. This is confirmed in a study by Kim et al., using data from 2004-2008 [4].
For example, it is easy to specify needs in a DoD contract for a follow on production lot
for a product that has already been designed and built, but it is difficult to specify needs
for an all new weapon system in R&D. Kim et al. show that advanced development of
weapons is one of the most complicated products that the DoD purchases [4]. Because
of this complexity, this development is typically done with a cost reimbursement contract
[4]. In 2009, President Obama issued a memorandum to the DoD and other government
agencies encouraging the use of fixed price contracts due to several years of cost
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overruns [1]. After the issue of this memorandum, defense contractors have seen an
increase in fixed price development contracts, as shown in the case study of
Program A.
Contractors develop a basis of estimate (BOE) at the beginning of a program to
estimate costs. In order to develop a BOE for a program, Company X assembles a team
to gather estimates from all relevant stakeholders in a program. This estimate contains
multiple assumptions to get to a number. When the estimates are complete, they are
reviewed to ensure that the estimates make business sense, and then they are
presented to the DoD as part of the bid proposal. If the assumptions are wrong in the
beginning, the program costs will be affected. This could cause concerns for a
contractor if the contract is fixed price and concerns for the government if the contract is
cost reimbursement. Either way, the costs may be more than initially stated. This is the
risk that contractors and the government take when developing new technologies.
In addition to cost, the government can specify a variety of requirements in a
contract. In this thesis, we focus only on contract requirements related to cost and
manufacturing. As discussed in Section 1.1, the government has started adding AS6500
to contracts to specify manufacturing requirements. This standard was released in
November 2014 in response to findings that contractors were having cost and schedule
overruns due to manufacturing issues and because contractors were saying they would
put manufacturing second when budgets were reduced [7]. With this standard in
contracts, the contractors must follow specific steps related to manufacturing
requirements. These include, among other things, including manufacturing
considerations in the development process, performing producibility assessments, and
performing manufacturing readiness level (MRL) assessments throughout the
development process. With this standard specified in contracts, contractors must follow
the requirements to be in compliance with the contract, and contractors are not able to
put manufacturing second when budgets are reduced.
MRLs and assessments have been used in the defense industry since 2005 [37].
They were created to coincide with the widely used technology readiness levels (TRLs)
to improve manufacturing readiness and to help discover manufacturing risk earlier in a
program. There are ten levels of manufacturing readiness, and each corresponds to a
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TRL and a step in the acquisition process. Figure 22 illustrates the relationship between
the acquisition process, MRLs, and TRLs.
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Figure 22: Relationship between Acquisition Process, VIRLs, and TRLs [37]

With AS6500 requiring MRL assessments, the government and the contractor
must track the manufacturing readiness of a program from the early concept phase all
the way through production. In order to meet the MRL requirements, manufacturing
representatives must be involved from the early stages of product development.
AS6500 was released in November 2014; therefore, it is only starting to be listed as a
contract requirement at this time. When it is, it brings additional budget and focus to the
manufacturing aspects of a program.
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Appendix B: Changes in the Defense Industry
The defense industry is cyclical: defense budgets increase in times of war and
decrease in times of peace. Defense budgets also increase and decrease along with
the U.S. economy. Historically, defense contractors would deal with the down portions
of cycles by reducing costs, participating in mergers and acquisitions, and increasing
the scope of their bids for contracts [39]. These traditional methods no longer work in
today's market. The defense industry is different today than it used to be; defense
budgets are decreasing while program costs are increasing, partially due to the high
structural costs required by the government [39]. The government is fighting these cost
increases by awarding more fixed price contracts, even in the unknown stages of
development. While this helps the government control their costs to a point, research
shows that this tactic is actually causing some defense contractors to not bid on a
project that they typically would, which decreases competition, or contractors bid higher
than they typically would because of the increased risk [3]. The high cost of dealing with
the government is also preventing new companies from entering the defense industry,
which can decrease competition and innovation [12].
The mergers and acquisitions of the past have created an industry with a small
number of players now vying for a small number of contracts. These defense
contractors have operating margins around half of those of consumer-focused
commercial technology giants like Apple and Google [12]. With smaller operating
margins and the additional costs of working with the government, new companies do
not want to enter the defense market. Historically, defense companies made major
technological innovations using DoD research money. Now, with the declining budgets
and more advanced commercial players, many technological innovations are coming
from the private sector [12].
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Appendix C: Interview Questions
" What is your name?
*
"
"
"
"
*
"
"
"
"
"

What is your role?
What does that mean?
How long have you been on the program?
Have you always been in this role?
Can you describe the development process on this program?
What was difficult about this program?
What was easy about this program?
Is this program like others you have worked?
How often do you work with other groups?
What metrics did you work to?
Who else should I talk to?
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